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Tbis document contains information developed to enhance 
the efforts of the HiHsdale 'Visi?n Group in rl}aking Hillsdale 
a more accessible and pedestrian-friendly community. 
'There are three primary focus areas in the -document. 
• 	 A Pedestrian and Bicycle Accessibility Improvement 
Study. The purpose of this stl:lay is 1'0 'identify potential 
pedestrian and bicycle routes to the Hillsdale 
cOl1'mercial core. It also svggests methods to implement 
pedestrian and bicycle accessibility, co'nnectivity, and 
contiriu'it'y to the surroundiri,Q. are'a. . 
• 	 A Street Reclassific~tion -Report. This ~eport de~cribes1 the process for street re-classification "in the City of 
Pqrtland., and c~~siders t~.e .issues. whic,~. rTJ.ay arise in 
thJs proqess. Down-grading Capitol Highway to a1 may reduce traffic volumes 9n thjsfDUSY artery, th~reby 




• A Busin.ess Distript AGC~ss anc;t Circulation Study. This 
,.....,. part of the document criticaJly explores current: . 
conditions in the Hillsdale coml11ercial area, suggests 
alternative~ to .imp~ove s'onie probl~fns with traffic flow 
and bicycle/pedes~rian ~cce~s, and strategies to 
I , ' implement these alt.ernatiyes. 
-I 
I \ 	
Included ~s fln appendix,!o the document js a ,Community 
Outreach .Report. This report ,identifies some ~str~t,egies to 
estabjish a strong base of comrnuflity participation and 
input in the Rlanning process. It is pr9videQ to strengthen 
the implementation of the recommendations and 








A BRIEF 'HISTORY OF" HILL$DAI..:E '1 
I 1 
Located in southwest Portland in the valley of the Tualatin 
Hills, the commercial district of Hillsdale is neither city nor 
neighborhoQd. It's present form owes. much to its 
transportation h'istQry., Pri.or.. to· the 1930's, Hills.dale was 
mainly a dairy 90mmun,ity: A~ the .Q~m~~d f9r,developable 
land .c.los~ to downtown, Portl~nd gr~'It(, S9 did the need for 
roads. The first major transportation route through 
Hillsdale, the Southern Pacific Railroad, became Bertha 
Boulevard, and what was once a rural path. to Sq,lem, n
CapitoLHi,ghw~Yl grew to a four lane road sliCIng through 
the middle of Hillsf,jale. 
The cQnstructjon of Beaverton-Hillsdaie Hi~hway 1 which 
improved acce'ss to al1q froin the' west, gr~atly influenced 
Hillsdale's development to that of an auto-dependent 
community. What was once valuable farmland turned to n 
prime comm~rcial prpperjy. Roadside fe~d stores and food 
ma~ets beca.me gas stations and'stJopping centers. n 
U'nlik-e' th.e str~etcar I')eighborhoods of older. Portland 
.cOmp1ercial zQnes, ~h~ classic zerp-Iot line storefronts 
never surfaced in, this rLlral area. Instead development - f ~'f,,,,
patterns fell ~slave to ltre aLltomobile,.and the essence of a 
pedestrian-friendly environment was neglected. 
The, residential neighbortrdods 'of HillSdale were not 
established L(ntiJ after World War II and, 'consequently, were :-, 





uses and low 'de'nsity hbusiii'g. 'turned 'HHlsQale and its 
surrounding neighbOrhoods into a classic postwar -, 
suburban auto-dependent Community. I I , j.. 
Hillsdale is now at a tu~ning point. The past fifty years of 
~lJtor:Dob,ite orientation hfls taken Jts toll o-n the people of the 
comm~nlty. T~~y. wish' fo re-shape Hillsdale into 'a more 
pedestrian briented ~nvironment - a plade of destination, 
nof pass·th rough. 'The~ "rEialize these changes Will not be 
easy, especially in an area that flas hislotically. been a 
major transportation link to the WestHHls 'and beyond, but 































HILLSDALE VISION GROUP 
The Hillsdale Vision Group (HVG) consists of a group of 
motivated area citizens who are concerned about the auto­
oriented way that Hillsdale has developed and want to see 
more balance and connectivity in the area. They repJesent 
property and business owners, residents, neighborhood 
associations, schools, and planning organizations. They 
are determining what constitutes "community" and how to 
improve neighborhood linkages to promote interaction 
between people. They understand what makes Hillsdale 
special - such as its schools, proximity to downtown, and 
neighborhood activism - and plan to use these elements to 
strengthen Hillsdale as "a safe and pleasant place to live." 
PSU/HILLSDALE WORKSHOP GROUP 
We are students from Portland State University's Master of 
Urban and Regional Planning program. As our 1993-1994 
workshop project, we chose to work with the Hillsdale 
Vision Group. We see Hillsdale as a community that is a 
"suburban development" and feel a commitment to help find 
methods to make it more suitable to adaptation and change. 
This offered us an exciting opportunity to become involved 
with the community planning process, address close-in 
suburban issues, and delve further into the technical 
aspects of multi-modal transpPrtation planning. We met 
with the Hillsdale Vision Group in December 1993 to learn 
more about the issues in Hillsdale, the needs of the 
community, and determine a scope of work. Together we 
agreed that our workshop group would provide three 
products: 1) a map outlining current pedestrian and bike 
linkages; 2) a document of street classification process; and 
3) a commercial district circulation study. 
During the next eleven weeks, we became emersed in 
Hillsdale. We explored the area, attended weekly Vision 
Group meetings, talked to area residents and planning 
agency representatives, and collected relevant data. 
Throughout the term, often at great length, we discussed 
our findings with each other and pooled our various skills 
and new found knowledge to develop the products 
requested by the HVG. Through this community planning 
process, we recognized that citizen involvement is an 
integral element in realizing community vision. We have, 
therefore, included an additional report, including in the 





















...., 1. PEDESTRIAN AND I j 



















































The purpose of this study is to identify potential pedestrian 
and bicycle routes to the Hillsdale commercial core and to 
suggest methods. to imRlement pedestrian and bicycle 
accessibility, connectivity and cDntinuity to the surrounding 
community. 
The area around Hillsdale has developed with the 
automobile as the primary means of transportation. This has 
resulted in inadequate provisions for other modes such as 
bicycling or walking. For example, on most streets around 
Hillsdale the right-of-way is wide enough to accommodate 
sidewalks and bicycle paths,- but the streets were only 
excavated and built for automobile traffic. It is easy to 
believe the street 'ends at the edge of the paving, but most 
often-where people park-their cars and plant hedges is public 
right-of-way. Most of us, at one time or another, have 
probably walked along -a busy street with no pedestrian 
accommodations and felt uncomfortable or vulnerable to the 
automobiles passing by. The g.~eat tragedy in all th is is that 
many people "haye $ibandoned or forgotten about the 
po~~ibility of getting around by foot or bicycle and use their 
vehicles-for even very, short trips. 
If people are'to be able to walk~ Qr- bicycle, there must be an 
















Existing Networks and Conditions 

Proposed Pedestrian and Bicycle Routes 

'Street Design 




Community -Support. Strategies 
, 	 The first section of this study describes the process of 
identifying possible- pedeatrian and bicycle routes that lead 
into the commercial area. The· r:butes identified take into 
account 'proximity to the' oommercial core, connectivity 
between commercial core and existing pedestrian and bike 
ways, and ease of contin'uity between places. 
Thwe second section looks' at design planning. The area 
around Hillsd~Ue offers challenges to design ing street 
'networks that accommodate several modes of 
transpbtt~tion. Limited right-of-way, topography, parking, 
environmental zones, and costs mean that no standard 
application of sidewalks and· bicycle lanes can be used for 
·tt:le entire area. The indiyidual J'lee'ds of each route has to be 
addressed in order to effectively balance this multi-modal 
concept. 
The third section addresses the implementation strategies of 
pedestrian and bicycle routes. Some routes in the Hillsdale 
area are in need of immediate attention due to the absence 
of any pedestrian or bicycle provision, and others do not 
need to be considered until redevelopment projects begin. 
Because of the varying needs and time differences, the 
proposed pedestrian and bicycle routes are prioritized in 
three categories: high priority, medium priority, and low 
priority. The implementation section also discusses 
strategies to gain community support for the various 





























1 Purpose 	 The purpose of this first section is to identify possible 
pedestrian and bicycle route$ that provide access to the 
..., commercial core of Hillsdale. These routes are intended to : I become links to the surrounding community supporting a 
balancea transportation network for the area as a whole. 
~ 
! Process 	 The process for':. evaluating and determining potential 
connectivity and accessibility to the Hillsdale commercial 
r-
I 	 core for pedestrians ana bicycles involved a six step 
process. 
..., 1. fdentification of Possible Routes 
I 
: I 
RQut~s that would provide, r~as.onable pedestrian and bicycle - aece,.Ss to the commercial core were identified. These ~ i inch~~~d roadways and non-roadways, such as pathways 
that mayor may not current,y exist. 
:-'1 ~. .~v(:JluatiofJ of Existi"g Conditions 
Th'is IQvolved; evaluating tHe ph5'sipal environment for factors -. . . . tnat were b~lieved tQ affcact pedestrian and bicycle travel 
! . b.ehavior. For .~xarnple: an inventory of existing sidewalks 
was' done -because thi~ may affect a pedestrianIS travel n d.ecisions.. Other jaqto'rs tt\atmight affect travel decisions 
! ! (such a,s,~ persoll'S perce"pti~n ot crime) were not evaluated 
because they are beyond the scope of this analysis. 
i1
I • 
3. Identification of Constraints 
r. 	 This st~. involved assessing condttions that negatively affect; ~ 
tlie decision'to walk or bicycle. {s.g. very steep topography), 
or may 'prohibit mOdifications·."'" 
I n 4. Idsntification 0{Opportun1ties I 
~ 
1 
Elernen1s within the enylrq"n,ment that may enhance 
I 
r 
















S.Evaluation of Existing Conditions Against Criteria n 
\ t 
After cpmpiling and analyzing existing conditions, 
opportunities and constraints, the potential routes were 
ev~llJated agajr:tst,1~9.::JQIIOwil1g criteria: 
:> • 	 Proximity to the commercial core,{1odes of activity, 

Ilfeeder" routes, residential ~reCls, and transit. 

• 	 Ease of connectivity to other routes, nodes of activity, 

transit, residential areas and cc;>mmercial core. 

< ~ 
• 	 Ability to support(contribute to "a,pontinuous network of 

pedestrian and bicycle facilities. 

6. 	,Pptential Plldestrian and Bicycle Routes 
The potential pedestrian and bicycle. routes are the resuIt of 
athorough analysis of the preceding five steps. The 
.potential rOLltes are preaented' bY"catchment area. Each n 
:catChment atea contains the ,oppol1\Jnities and constraints of I 
ttiafparticular area. 
.. It should be noted 'that lhe pedestrian and bicycle routes n 
r ..s~lE?cted jn this study are not by alJy(means a final decision; 
they are y.Of1CePts of hQw streets .around Hillsdale can be 'l 
adjusted to aCcom.mdda~e modes of transportation other than ; ! 
'the autOl11qbile. 'ThEfidentifi~d routes are the result of a 
logical 'and ratipnat approacb,to determine the most likely nrgutes. to i.(,lcrease p~dest~ian '~n.~ bicycle access to the I • 
¢ommS'rci~1 core of Hillsd~J~. 
l .t".'......k ...1 
Pedestrian Boundary 
, I 
Th~ pedestria{l area QPundar,y. for the Hillsdale pedestrian 

accessibility st\Jeiy is a poncentric ring. For this analysis, an 

imaginary 1/2 mile radius was drawn around Hillsdale using 
 nthe intersection of Sunset J30ulevard and Beaverton-Hillsdale 
I I 
Highway as tne center. ihis point was chosen arbitrarily 

since Hjllsdale dq~s n,at curr.ently have an "officialu center. 
 nA 1/.2 mile radius was chosen because this is a standard : I 
walking distance for the average. person. 
Bicycle Boundary 
The bicycle analysiS considered routes in a one mile radius 

around this commercial core. This was done to analyze 

possible connections to other existing and planned bicycle 

routes in the area and to Multnomah Village. 

































To aid in the identification of potential routes leading to the 
commerctal core of Hills'dale, catchment areas were 
identified...:rhese catchment areas attempt to capture "flow 
channels" of pedestrians or bicycle movement to the 
commercial· cOrEt Various physical factors such as 
topography, street pattern, distance, connectivity determine 
the ·extent to whieh people use these catchment areas. 
Map 1.1 shows the catchment areas with conceptual 
pedestrian and bicyole movement. 
This sectfon examines thEj existing physical network of 
pedestrian and bicycle' facilities around the Hillsdale 
commerciah:ore. Other existing conditions will be presented 
by catchment area 
Pedestrian Network 
Toevalu~te the pedestrian.environment around Hillsdale, a 
physie,al inventory of the, eXisting pedestrian walkways was 
completed using the classification method described in 
Appendix U. Sou,thwest PQrtlqnd bas a variety of pedestrian 
wal~ways in addition to the typical sidewalk that serve as 
pedestdan walkways, and need to be included if they 
accommodate pedestrians. Map 1.2 shows the results of 
this inventory. From this inventory some general 
observations can be made. 
• 	 Sidewalks are not very common throughout the area. 
• 	 Siqewalks ttJat ,do .e,~ist ~re often discontinuous. 
• 	 'Most notable is the lack of sidewalks leading from 
outlying areas into the commercial core. 
• 	 S.W. Sunset Boulevard and S.W. Beaverton-Hillsdale 
Highway have edgeline shoulder separation walkways 
that lead into the commercial core but function primarily 
as bicycle paths. 
• 	 Pedestrians southwest of Hillsdale do not have any 
reasonable means to walk to Hillsdale. S.W. Bertha 





Bicycle Network 	 n 
! I 
A PDysical inveQtpry was .completed for existing bikeways 
(see Map 1. 3) .using. tt1e cJassifications outlined in Appendix. In 
PJanAee' routes ,were also included. Some general 
obseryations are;. I 
. 	 J 
• 	 Existing bike lanes, along.!3eaverton/Hillsdale Highway 
and. ~ertha ,BQulevard do noleonnect and striping paint 
has. faded in places. 
• 	 A bike lane is planned along Terwilliger Boulevard 
, where there is c.urrently·a. multi-use trail. The City of 
~.PQ~lana ;is making thjs imprQvement because the I t 
vQlume of ped~trian and $k~ting traffic make this 
I I 
dangerous for. bipycle activity .. This project is scheduled 
to be completed by summer of 1994. 
• 	 Barbur Boulevard is.currently designated as a planned 
bikeway between Hamilfon Street and Bertha !1 
Boulevard. Implementation of this plan will be slow due I,I , 
to'financial constraints. Sections will be completed as 
exactions by people wishrnQ'~? 'develop along Barbur. 
• 	 Vermont Street, 'west of Bertha Boulevard, is classified 
by the City of Portland as a ·Shared roadway" due to its n
widt~ and lowet vdlume of traffic .. 	 I I 
• 	 Roadway shoulders vary ,in width and are often too nnarrow forcihg"bicycnsts1'into the roadway. This is ~ I 
p'articula~ly "eyide'1t plong SW Capitol HighwC!y, the most 
direct' connector'to Multnomah Village. " 
il 
• 	 There' are many low traffic, scenic roads that are • 
pleasant for biking, however, the abundant number of :-, 












r ­ ! 
Proposed Routes 
I j By Catchment,,' ­
Area 	 Hillsdale's unique street pattern funnels numerous .local 
service" streets iOfO only a few streets that enter "into' the 
commercial core. T~ose streets that do have been identified 
as -p'ossible pedestdan and bjcycte .routes. Map 1.4 shows -	 the diJierent routes in <the Hiltsdale.ar.ea. Some of the 
. \ , 	 proposed routes ,are in locations that do not have any access 
at the present.. time. These routes' are conceptual and may 
be developed in the future. The .folJowing section 'describes 
these routes by catchment areas. The ideas presented here 
are by no means the only possibilities for improved 
pedestrian and bicycle accessibility. The comm unity is 
encouraged'to elaborate on'these alternatives or explore 
new oO~s. 
Ped~strian and.·Bieycle Routes 
Catchment Area #1 	 • S.W. Sunset Boulevard 
• S.W. Cheltenham Drive 
• S..w.. C~QitQI Hi~hw~y·(east -of"HiIlsdale) 
• ·New Access from S.W. Sunset 
Catcbment Arelt #2. 	 • 'tt.S.W. Kan~n.Str~~.t and S ..W. 18th Dri\(e 
• New Acceaa 'from S.W. 18th Drive 
Catchment Area #3 	 • S.W. Bertha Court 
• S.W. Bertha Boulevard 
• S.W. Gapitol.liigl1way ,(west of.l;illsdale) 
• S.W~ . Beaverton-HiIIsdale Highway 
Catchment Area #4 	 ,. S.W. Bertha'~Qurt 
• Mary; Ri~ke.Acqe,Ss RQ.ad. 









Catchment Area #1 
This segment of 'Sunset Boulevard has potential to 
accommodate'more pedestrians and bicyclists. Several feeder 
routes funnel into this portion of S.W'. Sunset Boulevard. Of the 
sixty foot 'right-of-way' in the section between S.W. Dewitt and 
S.W. 18th Drive, 28·30 teet is paved. This is used for two lanes 
of traffic with sboultler 'Striping on the west side for pedestrians 
and bicycles. 
tThe segment of S.W. Cheltenham Drive between S.W. Capitol 
Highway and S.W. Westwood Drive is 'a potential pedestrian 
and bicycle route. It is also fed by se,veral streets before it 
enters the commercial-cofe. Of the 501 right-of-way, 29 feet are 
paved. 
Another pOtential pedestrian route is along S. W. Capitol 
Highway between S.W. Chelfenham and S.W. Terwilliger. 
Currently, an edgeline shoulder separation exists for eastbound 
and westbound bicycle traffic. No sidew~lks conRedt Hillsdale to 
the area- to fhe east; wHich .includes the' Willamette Greenway 
and a multipurpose recreational trail .. 
If the 'area north of the, commercial core redevelops in the future, 
access from S.W. Sunset Boulevard may be desired to facilitate 
pedestrian and bicycle movement. Potential access points 
could be at the intersection of S'.W. Sunset Boulevard and 'S·.W. 
Pendleton Street and at >the par~ing fcit entrance across from the 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- Pl{Q,pb~E.D P~.DES7'RIAN j • 'N OtH:'S''''Ol' 1\(11111;,Y
81C.YCl E ROUTES 
c::J FE Ef)E It R;ov.TE5' $I 'T'ec~r i,~ADE 




.i : -Right-of-way potential I 
(S.W. Cheltenham and S.W. Sunset) 
-Proxim ity to the commercial corer -Feeder streets 
1 , (to S.W. Sunset and S.W. Cheltenham) 
, ........ -Relatively low traffic levels 
(S.W. Cheltenham) 
-Connections to Fairmount Blvd., 





t , ; 
'\...;. " 
Constraints 
-High traffic levels 
(S.W. Capitol Highway) 

-Potential grade problems for sidewalk 





SW Kanan St 
SW 18th Dr 
New Access 
Cafc'hment Area #2 
S.W. Kanan Street,is a narrow street (20'<~O' ROW) between 
S.W·... 18tt\· Drive and S.W. 25th Avenue .. This street could 
provlete.Be ~important connection between the school and the 
commercial core. 
Pedestrian and bicycle access could connect the 
neighborhood to the north. A pathway could exist on the 
unimproved right-of-way of S.W. Martha between ·S.W. 23rd 
A'te(l_ue and S.W. 25th Avenue, where ao existing pedestrian 
. bridge crosses-the creek (see Figure ): Currently this area 
north of the school.has trees and brush groWing in the right­
of-way. A pedestrian and bicycle only pathway wo~ld 
complete this connectioh and provide an important link for 
the pedestrian bridge. 
The right-of-way on S.W. 18th Drive is 50 feet and could 
accommodate pedestrians and bicyclis,ts. S.W. 18th may 
lead to new points of access into the commercial area. 
Currently, there is no public right-of-way to the commercial 
core along S.W. 18th Drive other than proceeding to the 
intersection of S.W. 18th Drive ~nd Baaverton-HUlsdale 
Highway. As mentigned above, if the area to,the north of tne 
Qornmercial core redevelops, it might De feasible....t6 create 
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. 11(..)', L£ ONLY 
5'W KA NAN -- 5\.1 18 «II --lira..., 
<- ...,fRO'pas ED :PEDESTRJAtJ d-
51C.YC.LE ROUTES - ,,
CJ Fe E P;~ R ,ROUTES *' NODE S 
#I S7fE P &I1..I1TJc 
-: ~ 
Opportunities 
-Relatively low traffic ,levels 
-Right-of-way potential 
-Existing bridge to nearby 
neighborhood from school 
-Proximity to the commercial core 







-Distance between activity centers 
-Fanno Creek Overlay 
-Right-of-way needed to create 














Catchment Area #3 -, 
: 1 . 
-,s.w. Capitol Highway, west of Hillsdale, is a potential route • 
to accommodate pedestrians ·arut bicyclists. Jh.9 City of : i 
Portland plans to study S.W. Capitol from Portland 
Community College to' Hinsdale in the near future. ­
Pedestrian and'bicY,cle accommodations a10ng S.W. Capitol 
will be addressed in tliis study. 
In addition to the 51 wide sidewalk tor pedestrians, the 30' 
wide road surface on the viaduct shduld accommodate both 
motor vahicles and bicycles. ~ f • 
, . 
Between SW 30tb pnd SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway 
Access to S.W. Bertha Boulevard js possible 'from the uphill 
side or the downhill side ... A route such as Bertha Boulevard ~ 




walk up or down to thisdevel grade and then proceed into 
Hillsdale. Bertha ends at S. W. Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway :J
where the pedestrian and bicycle pathways from. this street Ii 
cduld join. 
Between SW Vermont and SW Beaverton~Hillsdale Hwy 
This section of Bertha currently has, DO bike lanes or 1 
walkways. It is a difficult connection because af its limited 
shoulder, heavy traffic movement, and no crossing facility at 
the intersection with Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway. This --'" 1 . !short segment is the direct link between two importiir~t bike 
lanes and should be improved. 
Currently, a bicycle pathway provides access along S.W. 
Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway into the commercial core. 
Sidewalks are discontinuous and absent at the entrance to 
the commercial core where several street convene and 
create difficult pedestrian conditions.. If this section is 
selected ',for im provement, sidewalk . ..access into. tfle 
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,...,., 	 -COnnection to activity' centers 
-Connection to Multnomah. Village 
-Law ,traffic volume on Bertha BLvd. 
(between 30tD and B-HJ;iwy) 
-Level grade on; Bertha Blvd 
Constraints. 
-Difficult coonections from local streets 
-Grade problems foc sidewalks 
--Topography 
-. 
) 	 16 
I 
SW Bertha Ct 
Mary Riek 




• ,I ~ . 




This very narrow street poses significant safety problems for 
pedestrians and, bicyclists. The right-of-.way is 30 feet and 
the roadway is 20 feet. Pedestrian and bicycle access IS 1I 
important on this. ~treet since it is a major connector to the 
southwest of Hillsdale. Thr~e_alternatives exist: 
:l 




2) Close the street to vehicles and allow pedestrians and ! I 
bicycles only. 
3) Divert pedestrians and bicycles to another route and leave 
the street for vehicles only. 
The large amount of open space-used by the school ·is a 
barrier: "to pedestrian mo,vemen! between the commerpial 
core and neighborhoods to tHe .south. Although there are 
walkways 'across the school ..grounds, they were designed 
with access to +he school in mind, not access to the 
commercial a're~. 
The connection to S.W. Capitol Highway presents some 
problems that need to be addressed. The existing road joins 
with the Wilson High School parking lot entrance. Three 
alternatives are suggested. 
1) Leave the connectian as Jt is. r. 
r ' 
2) Leave the roadway, but create a new pedestrianl bikeway 
through the parking lot of the adjacent medical office 
building. 
~3) Move the roadway to create a new aligned intersection . I 
with S.W. sunset Boule.vard. t , 
If the commercial area south of S. W. Capitol redevelops, a r1. 
new route from the Mary Rieke Access road may be desired I I 
to facilitate pedestrian and bicycle movement. 
r: 
S.W. Chestnut extends to the southeast, past Wilson High , L 
School, into a residential neighborhood. The road" is nar-row 
and serpentine with discontinu0us sidewalks. S.W. Chestnut i'( 
jconneots with S:W: Terwilliger Boulevard riear Barbur Blvd, f , 
and couid com~lete an important link" to and. from' .these 
roadways. Except for a few sectibns, the sidewalks ara 
almost complete. Where S.W. Chestnut turns into S.W. " I Vermont, sidewalks resume and provide access towards the 
Mary Rieke Access Road. 
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I OPP9rtuOities tConstraints 

-.Conn~ction ,to area,south of Hillsdale .. -Safety concerns in school 
,....., "'Right..ot-way potential "Difficult connection into 
j 	 -k.ow trafficdeyels ~ 'commercial core area 
-Connectiaos for Students -Connections to 
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t 
Street Design Plannjng 'j""' I 
, I 
I \ 
The area around Hillsdale will offer challenges when 
des.igning street networKs that accommodate several modes 
of transportation. Limited right-of-way, topography, parking, . ! 
environmental zones, ~and costs will mean that no standard 
: I 
application of sidewalks and bicycle lanes can be used for ,.;..... 
the entire area. The individual needs of each route will have l1 
I ,; to be addressed in order to effectively barance this multi­
modal concept. The following chart is a chec~klist that can 
assist in planning individual routes. 
Sidewalk and 'Bicycle Pathway Checklist ,.... 
. \ 
Element: 	 Consider: 
Unimproved right-of-ways . Creatjng a pedestriafl and bicycle only :-"'1 
Existing right-of-way 
Vehicle travel lane width 
On-street p;irking 




; Storm drains 
: Bicycle paths 
; Bicycle paths 
Pedestrian/Bicycle paths 
Possible 
· 1tjpatt-lway. to create links 
" 
modes 
Decreasing to accomniopate the 
Maximizing to accommodate all the 
l
addition of more modes 

Necessary on, both sides of the street? 
 ~ 
, I
I ,Can, help buffer pedestrian from traffic 
I
Necessary, on both sides of street? 





Can sidewalk be separated from street 
by storm drain? ;J 
IKeep open to reduce cost of covering 
Necessary on both sides of street? 
Is lane spacew availabJ~ on the uphill -, 
;
side? J \ In what situation can bikes and 




jDesigns 	 The variety of factors that will influence each route means I 
different street designs will likely result. Pages· through· 
show, in cross-section form, how the ~tre~t can be n 
cOnfigured in a variety of ways to accommodate pedestrians, : i 
bicycles, and automobiles. T.hese cross..~·ections 
l de'monstrate that carefully plann-ed a(ld designed !
str.estscapes can not only accommodate mare"vmodes· but '\ 











































-2 Bike lanes 
-2 vehicle lanes 
-Parking one side 
-Possible use of 
S.W. Sunset Blvd. 
,Example 2 
-2 Sidewalks 
-2 bike lane's 
-2 Vehicle lanes 
-No parking 
-PossiQle lJS~ of 
·S.W. CapJto~ Hwy. 
(west of Hillsdale) 
Example 3 
-1 Sidewalk 
-2 Bike lanes 
-2 Vehicle lanes 
-Parking one side 
-Possible use of 
S.W. Bertha Blvd. 












J :bicycle oOly 
pathway 







Example 5 : I 
-2 Sidewalks 
-1 Bike lane 
-2 V~hiGle lanes 
-Parki n9 both 
sides 
















-Bicycle lane at 
street..9 rade 
-Possible use of n 
S.W. Capitol Hwy. 






















-2. Bicycle Janes 
-1 Vehicle lane (one-
I 
way) 
-Parking one side 
-Example of future 
access into area north of 













-Parking lot , I 
1 I ·Possible use of 














Streets The City of Portland has standard street designs. These 
include street width, grade, drainage, curb height and width, 
bicycle path width and many others. Suggested concepts in 
this study may not yet meet current guidelines. This is not to 
say that they cannot be implemented; new inventive types of 
walkways have never been tested thoroughly enough to 
warrant adoption as an acceptable standard. New programs 
such as the City of Portland's "Skinny Streets" or the interest 
in alternative walkways and bike boulevards are examples of 
creative methods that balance the streetscape for cars, 
bicycles, and pedestrians. It may be possible to apply these 
new concepts in the Hillsdale area. Ultimately, some of 
these suggested pedestrian and bicycle routes may become 
"test projects" for the area as a whole. If they can be built as 
a demonstration project and analyzed for their performance, 
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Implementation 
~ 





Priorities The third section in this study addresses the implementation 
of the<pedestrian- and- bicycle routes. Some .of the routes in 
the Hillsdale area are in need of immediate attention due to 
the ..absence of any pedes-triafl or "bieycl~ provision, and 
some 'of the routes are long.~te~m.~prop6sals th~t wOVIQ not 
need to be considered until other deyelopm~nt 
redevelopment projects begin. ,Becau>s~ of the varying 
needs and time differences, the proposed pedestrian and 
bicycle routes are prioritized under three categories: trfgh, 
medium, and low priority. r 
High Priority 
High priority routes have no or very lirni~ed pedestrian and/or 
bicycle· facilities and have ~afety problem~ as'sociated wit.h 
them., These routes are percejved. t,9. h~'v.e' the greatest 
potent}al to providf3 safe and convenient 'access t,o ttre 
comme~cial .core. They should be promot.ed ..~d develop~d
1 when~ver planned roadway proj~cts aTe imple.rti,ented or the 
I 
appropriate funding is available. l 
Medium Priority 
..­
I I 	 Medium p,riority route.s ~r~ if'!1po~l}~nt to enh~nce pedestfi~n! and bicycle access to Hillsdale but do nat have 'the '$ame 
degree 6f safety -problems qS$ociated with; the roadway. and 
traffic levels as high ,priority routes. 
, 	 ' 
r 
 Low Priority 

Low priority routes can help increase pedestrian and bicycle 
r access to Hillsdale but depend on redevelopment of the 






Route Priority Chart 





S.W. Cap,itol (east of ,core) 
New Access;10 commercial' core 
,frpm S.W. Sunset 
S.W. Kanan Street 
S.W. 18th Drive 

New Access to commercial core from 

S.W. 18th Drive 
,S.W. Capitol HighwaY,from S.W. 30th 
to'·S.W Ctjelteoham brive 
$.W. Bertha B.oulev~rd between 
SW'Oosch and ir~e'(Section ,
with Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy. 
SW Bertha BQulevard,from 
SW Vermo'nfto intersection 
with Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy 
S.W. Beaverton-H illsdale Highway 
between S.W. Bertha Boulevard and 
S.W. 18th Drive 
,SoW. Bertha Court , " 
Mary Rieke Access Road "".:..~ 
New Access"to Gommerciaf core'from 
Mary Rieke Access Road· 
S.W. Chestnut 
J'''' !< Medium""lgl1
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The first step when planning and designing streets to 
accommodate several modes of transportation is to assess 
the needs of the community. For example, a recent forum 
held by the Bicycle Program in the neighborhood revealed a 
greater interest in bike lanes over other types of bikeways 
for travel in the area (due perhaps to topography). Without 
consulting the people that will use the system or asking their 
opinion on the placement of pedestrian and bicycle lanes, 
later conflict will impede implementation. In short, Involve 
Everyonef 
Effective ways to establish a strong base of citizen 
participation are discussed in Appendix A. Outreach can be 
used as an education tool to alert community members 
about their transportation options and available resources. 
For instance, business owners may not know that a new 
sidewalk may encourage more local foot traffic or that the 
Bicycle Program will install free bike racks upon request. 
Accessibility to Hillsdale should be the interest of the entire 
community. Programs such as a Local Improvement District 
(LID) require the property owners who have work done along 
their property to pay for the work completed. People who do 
not have property in these areas may benefit from sidewalks 
and not have to pay for them. In Hillsdale, where the areas 
in greatest need of sidewalks will fall on the financial burden 
of a few property owners, it seems that in some way the 
community should be responsible for the improvements. 
Because the community benefits from being able to walk 
and bike more safely, is it not logical that it should also pay 
for the improvements? If this is so, there has to be a 
method of assigning costs to each member of the 
community. This could be a difficult task, and is beyond the 
scope of this study. If the community is interested, then this 
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n 	 Road ClaS$i.fication Process 

OVE.RYIE.W 	 This section is about: t~. process for the City of Portland to 
olassify its streets. : We: :b.eg.iJl with a little history of 
1"'""" 
• 	 I transportation in Hillsdale, a(ea~ explain the process for 
! classifying and changing classifications of streets; and 
concltlde with a review -of possible changes to Capitol 




" 	 :I HILLSDALE:A LOOK 
BACK 	 The Hillsdale area lies in the foothills of the Tualatin 
mountains where routes to and from the west pass through. 
The first major transportation route 'through Hillsdale ·was the 
Southern Pacific FJaitr:oad, nQw. abandoned, with the ..right of 
way ocoupied by Bertha Bpul~vard. Capital Highway, the -\ 
1 	 major thorougt1far~ dissecting Hillsdale, evolved as a rural 
road !hat .meandered south towar:ds Salem. 
f'j Prior .Jo the 1930's., Hillsdale was primarily a dairy farm 
I community. And, like many other roadside communities, 
Hillsdale. was forever changed with the construction of state 
I 
~ 
-' 	 I 
Qe$ignat~d t;3eav~rton!"rtillsd~le Highway. The intent was to 
• provi,de better. access, to and from the west. From that time 
,~forward, HillsdalEr would 9$tablish itself as an auto­
1 dep~ndent c;omm.unity. What w~s once precious farmland .s9.on beGame priOle investment property, as Hillsdale 
'farmer~~t(aded in poyvs for: filling stations. Development...... , along t~e.highway strip began with feed stores and fruit 
\ 	 $tands, and evolved into gas stations and donut shops. t 
I 
,... 	 In its early form the commerciar district in Hillsdale consisted 
II 	 of commercial structures set back from the roadway to allow I 	 t"""'it 
for the entrance of vehicles. Toe area was developed with 
automoDile tr'anspo ..rtation iIJ mind not pedestrians. Stores~l 
-were set a,way from tb~ hignways and streets to allow 
suffi~ient parkin.gJn front\ The pedestrians were left to fend 












The residential neighborhoods of Hillsdale were not 
establish~d until after World War II and, consequently, were 
built with the intention that they would be accessible primarily 
by automobile. Eventually, with the combination of 
's~gregated lland( 'uses and low densities, Hillsdale and its n 
surrounding neighborhoods evolSJed as a classic postwar 
suburban auto-dependent community. l 
Hillsdale is now at-a crossroads (no pun intended) .. The last 
several decades of automobile dependency are wearing on ;l 
the people of the community who wish to establish Hillsdale I I 
as a pedestrian oriented environment and more"livable 
Community". 
Street glassifications serve as a guide to transportation 
project planning and management, and to land use 
decisions. Street classifications are reviewed periodically to 
keep them current and up to d-ate. The formal process for 
review and amendment is detailed in the 1992 
Transportation Element of the City Comprehensive Plan. 
There ar~ several situations that could trigger this process. 
The' CItY' curreAtly ha~ no formal process for a citizen or 
group of citizens -t6 have a sfreet reclassified between 
reviews. The Transportation' Element states that the review 
and approval process for amending the Transportation 
Element :shoula consist of review by the City Planning 
CommissiOn and approval by the City Council. To aid in the 
review, the Commission may ask for report and comment 
from 'City staff, citizens, neighborhood groups, and 
r~p're~entatives of surrounding government agencies. 
The City of Portland Comprehensive Plan has a section for l 
Review and Updating o! the Plan which explains: "Portland's ....,Cqrnprehensive 'Plan will undetgo a major review every five 
years to" assure that it remains an up-to-date and workable 
framework for development. These reviews will include 
technical evaluations, a report on the Plan's progress and 
citizen -involvement to evaluate the effectiveness. Formal 
hearings will be held before the Planning Commission and, if 
significant changes appear to be ~esirable, 
recommendations for amendments will be heard by the City 



































According .lo, P,ortJand Oepartment of Transportation, Bureau 
of' Plaoning. ~~PlannJng Commission's office, and the 
COmmlssio,,~r's gffice, Jttere 'is OQ written process for getting 
h~~td. QY the Planning Coml"fl~ssron or the City Council. One 
pbf~ntipJ r:n~thod may be as fO'UQws: 1) write a letter to the 
Cpmmi,ssioner [n qharge of area in concern; 2) the 
commissioner will t~en ~sslgn it to an agency for study and 
recommendation; 3) th~ commissioner will decide if to bring 
cpncerr) in fron~ of a,commission or the City Council, in which 
case it will b~. ,p.laced Qn an official agenda; 4) the parties 
with interest in the item on the agenda will then be given time 
to e~plain the item. 
In essence, the proce~s involve$ talking to the agency, in 
this case the. Portland, pepaitment of Transportation, 
stre~sing conc~m for the reclas~ification of the street and get 
feedback as .to thejr concerns.' If the proposal warrants 
analysis then PDOT J3hQuid bring it up for budgeting at an 
appropriate time and place. If the PDOT response is not 
adequate or timely, then the parties interested can go 
directly to a Commissioner who will probably, in turn, re~uire 
further studies be done by the appropriate City ~,tSiff. The 
commissionE!t is responsible"tb· report to the City Council'on 
trie parties' right'to address the Council, which in turn, can 
decide whetl1er t9 hear them. 
Streets are classified in the Arterial Street Classificatjon and 
Policies' as ~eterminea by the Portl~nd Department of 
Transportation. These crassifications -are pubHshed in the 
Transportation Element of the City Comprehensive Plan (i,nd 
are approved ~y the Planning Commission and ult,irnately by' 
the City Council. 
Street classifications 'are based on thejr optimal,traffic and 
transit functions; ;a.OO grouped, according 'to those basic 
modal uses: "The classifications dictate what types of 
automobile, truck, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian ·use:should 
pe empn~sized 01) eaq~'$tr~et (see Appendix 2.1), and how 
fut4r~ s~>reet ~,rrip'.r,ovetnents and public and private 
, deyel9PI11ent .r~late ·to tho$e uses. II The primary purpose of 
~lreet .clB.sstficSltions ,~re lt,O c.orrespond ,with land use 
cr~ssifications,. ~Changes fn la(Jq use shall not be approved 












Existing ~nd ftJt~re rand use aJe two criteria in classifying 
street~. The Trari'sportation ,Element states lIin the interest of 
~eighborhood ,.~tapjlity,. str~ets are generally classified in 
keeping with existing I~nd' t,Js~s and the Comprehensive 
Pian. For instanc~; 'Major City Traffic Streets are designated 
to serve "'arecl$ w~ich are expected to generate large 
volumes of automobile traffic in the future"(ref Appendix 2.1). 
Other criteria, stated by the ,members of the staff, include 
historical usage, current use, and future usage of the street, 
especially on a regional horizon. 
Oregon State Transportation Goal 12 is a factor in classifying 
streets. The major emphasis of Goal 12 is to reduce veh icle 
r:ni1es traveled (VMT) and reduce parking. The City of 
POrtlanq will be establishing a Transportation System Plan to 
address 'the concerns of State Goal 12. Street 
Classifications and land use relationships will be important 
consid~~ations. 
Capitol. H;ghway i~ currently classified as a Major City Traffic 
Street (r~f ~ppendix.2.6), a Minor transit Street (ref Appendix 
2.4), a Bicycle p.~t~..,and a Pedestrian Path with crossings. It 
is also a Major Truck Street. On the north side of the area 
from Bertha Boulevard and Sunset Drive intersections with 
Capitol High"Yay is the Pedestrian District Dewitt. 
t 
The Transportation Element says-that traffic with no trip ends 
wjthin a Transportation DistticJ.should be encouraged to use 
Regional Trafficways and discouraged from using Major City 
Traffjc Streets. Over the years, the various transportation 
agencies of Portl..al1d, the Region and the State have 
collected traffic movement data (see Appendix2.2). In our 
review of some of that data, U is evident that most of the 
traff'ic f~ pas~ing through and thus few trips end inside the 
Southwest Di"strict. 
In accordance with the Transportation Element, S.W. Capitol 
Highw~y wit~in' 'ine study area ,is also designated a Minor 
"Fransit Street, ·while adjacent Bertha Boulevard is classified 
a Major City 1ransit Street Through the survey of transit 
lines in the ~tudy area, how~ve~, the classification on both 
streets are ~somewhat ambiguous. Six bus lines including 
one express bus are running on Capitol Highway, yet only 




















1 . 	 Capito~ Hi.9.h-\!Vay is also ,c,la$sified as a Major Truck Route . • 	 l 
But our, informal .sarnp1~ tr~jfic counts indicate very few 
trucks (with more thao two J~>iles) use the roadway section -, 
, 	 I be:tween 'Bea,!eft~n-tiill~iile Highway and Bertha 
1 
inters~ction an,<1 CaJ:)itoJ. Highway and Barber Boulevard 
-
~ 
int~rse9tion., r.hi~ qlas$jfica,.tion needs further data collection 
I and,analy~i~.as to the reasons for its current classification. ~ 	 \ 
The street classifications of the Transportation Element 
:-1 should be periodically reviewed· by City staff every 5 years. 
\ The next formal streEtt reclas~ification review is slated for 
1997. For tpe review, city ·staff should work with citizens 
r-, 
I and staff of o,thEJ~ ?g~ncies to develop sub-area t 
; I 	 transportfJ.iior.l studies to address special problems 
associated with commeroiallnterests and opportunities. -! 
: 	 The H'VG may have a chance to bring forth ambiguous City 
street policies i{l al1d arQu(ld Hillsdale in the next periodic 
r. 	 review. Although the Transportation Element does not 
~ 
influenc~ Tri-Met~. s~ryice Qecisions (ref Appendix 2.8 for 
TriMet Route DeveJopment,p'ropess), the classification could 
dictate future. s!reet· imprQvem~nts and public and private 1i, 	 development reiated1tQ each traffic mode. 
r"l 
I TRAFFIC .. 
CALMING 	 Pedestrian safety IS Qne of ~tie major concerns within the 
Hillsdale community. Among various factors, the high speed r: 
I 	 of traffic is the biggest threat to the common pedestrian.! 
Research has shown that pedestrians -are often not injured 
when hit by a car moving at speeds less than 20 mph. If n 
I l 	 impact speeds are between 20 and 35 mph, injuries are 
l:Jsually s~rlous, while above 35 mph they usually result in 
fatalities.-i I In the' United Qtates, speed'I'ir:nit signs have very little impact 
,~' on driver speed through major streets. Instead, drivers often ,..... 
rely' more on their own 'judgment of safe and reasonable i 	I 
speed than those on posted limits. 




Highway (30 mph) is often overlooked by drivers. This surly 
contributes to the uneasiness pedestrians must teel walking 
along Capitol Highway. "'ne solution to such a problem may ~ come by way of traffic control devices. Some types of traffic 
control devices change flow to a more "platooned" or-I grouped traffic pattern rather than the simultaneous 






n, ~Keeping this in mind, a speed zone policy with some 
geometric (physical and visual) features to successfully 
reduce the 1raffic sp~ed in desfred areas may be a viable 
optiof:1. Howev~r'; "the impacts of these geometric features 
should be evalui:lfed in terms of feasibility and effectiveness. 
The·>feasibility- of the desigMt~a(ternatives -and the extent to 
which they 'are likely to be successful in reducing the 
problem are of primary concern. 
A feasibility analysis may include the following issues: 
wHether 'the' costs of tne proposal make its full 
impletnentation questionable; whether implementation would 
be possible only if new ordinances were possible; or whether 
a major Raw funding' source' Would have to be established. 
>Traffic volume, ·tra.f'fic speea, 'and traffic safety would be 
researched in the e,ffectiveness analysis. 
Chokers'ana Pavement Undulations 
~ ~ 
j ~ 
'Chokers can be '4~ad to wid~n a sidewalk at the point of 
crossing." These devicds ""ill r:educe traffic volumes only 
when 'they reduce the number of lanes of travel, but have 
relatively insignifieant -effects on-speed. 
Deviations with additional landscaping (ref fig.2" 1) are 
another method for impacting traffic speeds and increasing 
- pedestrian safety at crossings. 







































































Pavemeflt undulations (tef Jig. 2.2) can be used for the 
purposes of reducing sp~eds. This device has shown to 
reduce the 85th percentile ~peeq on the average between 14 
and· 20' mph. It also- produces substantial reductions in 
speeds on"the road segmenfbe~een undulations at spacing 
under..:800 feet. Accbrdirigry, its effect on traffic safety is 
outstanding. A 1989 ~nudy of pavement undulations by a 
subcommittee of the California Traffic Control Devices 
j Committee found'thcit between 150 to 200 million vehicle 
crossings of the 150' to 160 und.ulation on public streets in 
the state, h'8d tllken plape without incident. Therefore, 
installing pavemen~ undulations on Capitol Highway at either 
end of the commercial core would work to create a speed 
zone with some chance ofsuccess. However this may pose 
as a serious problem fo emergency vehicles. 
Traffic Signals 
Because 6f their high cost, -traffic signals are used only 
where certain criteria of heavy traffic volumes and/or 
accident experience suggest this t9 be necessary. Signals 
almost always are used whEna' a major street intersects 
another.major.street, or ail'important collector street. , 
Timing the signals so that only platoons of cars may 
progress from or,j3 lijght to the next may.significantly reduce 
tl1at number of through trips. in Hillsdale. However, to 
accommodate heavy peak. period demands (rush hour), 
signalization should be synchronized so as to reduce likely 







.... -:T~~ median barrier i~ one of the few control techniques that i !
may still accommoaate major traffic flow while enhancing 
neighborhood integrity. A heavily landscaped median allows 
traffic to maintain a steaQY flow, yet it restricts the n 
movements of uncontrolled left turns and entry onto a street. • I 
A median barrier is most effective if dedicated to the entire 
roadway stretch, rather than only at intersections and 
crossings. Details of effective designs for median barriers l 
are prevalent throughout many design manuals. Warrants 
and design details are also found in NCHRP Report 93, 
I'Guidelines for Median and Marginal Access Control on 1 
Major Roadways,lI and NCHRP Report 118, "Location, 
Selection, and Maintenance of Highway Traffic Barriers." r-, 
These publications are concerned primarily with the effects 
I I 
I 
barriers.. pave Or) major streets. Desirable design features 
documente!l include: 
- Location Qf a median barrier~should include consideration 
of pr.eye'ntion of through ,traffic and shortcutting; however, 
access tQ major traffic g~nerators and emergency facilities 
must be maintained. . 
- 'T\~iSibility is rarely a problem since major streets with n
medjans are usually well lit. Usa of reflectorized buttons and 
"Right Turr) Only" signs can impro~e visibility of the median 
from the 10CFlI street.­
- The e.nd point 'of q median island should be designated to 
minimize damage to a vehicle tbat strikes the end of the 
barrier. If pedestrians are permitted to cross the major 
street, protection can be accomplished by use of sufficiently 
wide medians with well maintained landscaping so as to give r; 
the.pedestrians Ucaptured" on the island a feeling of safety. : i 
- Depending on th~ width .of the median, it may provide 
opportunitjes for urban gardens or other special 
neighborhood-orient~d landscape .treatments, or even for 








I 	 Other Alternativ.es .for Pedestrian Mobility Across 
Capitol l:Iighw.ay 
'1 In Appendix2.7 there are. six bubble diagrams: The first is 
t 	
intended to reflect the currelit situation (AS IS) with 
pedestrians trying to cross Capitol Highway between the 
north and south Commetcial.core. The off street parking and , I 
n 
the highway are the maio impediments. In Alternative 1 the 
speeds along the. highway near·1he commercial core would 
be cootra1led with devices,and~ parking would be moved 
Qehind,th~ shops to reduqe the impediments for pedestrians. 
In Alternativ~ '2 the parking is. ,placed at the ends of the 
shops instead of behind~ In Allemative 3 a Skybtidge is built 
: ' across the highway to allow traffic to flow at desired speeds 
but the costs could be a reat problem. Alternative 4 is a 
n Reclassification of Capitol Highway. Transit preference in : , 
increased, a large park and ride structure is located nearby 
and,the main traffic flow is diverted to Bertha. Alternative 5 
is' simply combining' the two commercial areas into one to the 
'north 'side. of. the highway . 
.. 
All' alternatives have positive and negative elements but at 




. STUDIES 	 Pedestrian Crossings 
,..... We conducted a non-scientific, informal sampling to see how 
! j the pedestrian traffic crossed. Bapitol Highway between 
Sunset Road and Berth~ Court. Over a three day period at \ various times of the day and with the weather cooperating 
.;"'I 
I and I')ot raining, we observed ~pedestrians crossing per Table 
, . 2.1. 
\"" 
\l 
TYPE OF CROSSWALK 16FE894 15FEB94 14FE894 
LOCATION 07-0900 1020-1220 16-1700 
Adult In 
A 
,30 ." 47' 40 
Out 
... 
~ <5.' , 140/0 20 300/0 11 21/50/0 
'Youth In , 2~ 111 30 
Out t j 40/0 22 16.50/0 7 19% 
All In 54 158 70 
Out 6 10% 42 21% 18 20.50/0 




;', IIn Table2.1, the}·ln" and IIOutli are for those pedestrians that 
1 ! 
crossed the higf:lway within or outside of the crosswalks. 

The information in this table is not intended for use but rather 

this survey is ,an example of the'1ype of studies that need to 1

be done. ' 

!l 




pedestrian activity in this area and other areas such as the 
'area west of Sunset from Capitol Highway for two to four 
blecks, along Bertha Gdurt and along Beaverton-Hillsdale 
Highway from Bertha Cou"rt to Dosch. This type of data can 
be used by PDOT to influence justification, choices, and 
,placement-of traffio control devices. 
f.uture Studies 
n 
, :-There are not any, studies in existence that show pedestrian­

traffic relationships'in the HillSdale area. We recommend that 

studies of traffic flow and sp.eeds' be conducted along Capitol 

:Highway, 'Beaverton:-Hillsdale" Bertha and Barber Boulevard i 
to allow for modeling of possible scenarios for changes to 
traffic flow patterns in the commercial core district and n 
,impacts, on surrounding streets and areas. I 1 
It appears there is a conflict between current transit street 
classification and usage. HVG should refer to Appendix 2.8 l 
on how TriMet determines it's route structure and when. 
Tben HVG, .could consider street classification changes for 
PDOT to study based upon clianges in bus routes and nridership patterns. 




usage as a percent of residents within one quarter to one 

half mile of the commercial core. Then information could be 

used in scenario studies to enhance pedestrian accessibility 

by adj~sting traffic patterns. 

POOT has budgeted funds (July 1994) for studying 

transportation issues in HillSdale. Concerned citizens of 

.Hillsdale..heed to inform POOT C?ffic.ials about what they want 

~ studied based upo~ outcomes they and their community \ 
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.l Imp.raying :Acc.ess and 





Ia,troduction The HiJlsdale business distriet r -is located in Southwestr-: Portland, Oregon only three miles: from the downtown. It is~ l centered along· CapitoJ. Highwayt which carries a large 
volume"ofauto and bus traffic· over the West Hills. The main 
1 focus ·area is' ,bordered by SW 'Cheltenham Road and the 
• I ! entrance to Wilson High School on the East and the 
intersection of Beaverton-MHIsdale Highway and Bertha 
Boulevard! SW 18th .DrivE3 on the West. Capitol Highway is 
classified by'the City of Portland 'as a major city traffic street. 
The study area' has bean ide~tifted in the Transportation 
r Element of the, City of Portland :Comprehensive Plan as a 
! pedestrian district. 
Recently, a considerable amo'unt of attention has been 'I 
, I focused on enhancing -'pedestrian accessibility both into 
and within this area. The Hillsdale Vision Group (HVG), a 
collection of area residents and other concerned parties, n 
was formed in 1992 to respond to a prop~ed~ "bus .onJy" 
lane on Capit~1 :Highway.~ Since,the groupls' inc~ption .. their 
...­
I 
scope ot 'QtE!J~sts has bro,adened. and now includes efforts 
to ~nbance ~h~ pe(lestrian .,pistrict, among other issues. 
Met(o., the Portfaiid, metropolit~n. area regional government 
responsjble forregion~1 laQd. ~se and transportationn piaoning, nas selectea Hillsdale. as study site for potential 
I fu.ture urb.~nl>design alt~m~tives as part of its "204011 long... 
n \'" range pl~<nnjin~ proces~.. Thi~ work is .being conducted by 
f I _ Calthorpe ana ASSOCiates. (\n architecture and urban 
I CJ.es{gn firm localed in S~ .Fra,ncisco, CA. Calthorpe's 
, E)ffotts are directed toward Qffering design alternatives to n show hqw POljland c~n accommodate population increases 
while ma.int~il')ing "livability.U Part of the notion ofI 
rpaintai.ning livability wit~in the city rests on decreasing the 
r. ""~'-
! 
d,~pendence pn automoQiles and enhancing theI 













T,he Hillsdale Bus·iness Di$trict is focused along Capitol 
Highway' -between SW Cheltenham on the east and SW 
18th Drive on the west., Qor:nmercial development is 
locatea on the North and South sides of the arterial. The 
area also includes .commercial development north of 
Capitol highway along Cheltenham Road and Sunset Blvd. 
Much of this area is zoned CG, or General Commercial, by 
the City of Portland. The mix of activities in the business 
district is broad. It includes n'eighborhood-oriented stores 
"nd services such as hair saloAs and eateries, as well as 
other types of activities soct; as medical, dental and 
professional offices, ahd~ specialty stores that attract 
regional as well neighborhood business. 
Gurrently, the primary access mode to the business district 
is via pers.onal automobile. Parking is free and plentiful. 
T:he Jarge number of curb-cuts and building orientations 
faciljtate ~ccess by autos. The area is served by bus transit, 
which ,is 'Operated by Tri-Met, the regional transit authority. 
Seven bus routes pass through Hillsdale, providing 
'frequent service to the area. Pedestrian and bicycle access 
:tQ.the business area is po~sible, but is impaired by a lack of 
adequate facilities oriented .toward these modes. 
The study area ~w~s defined by following zoning. and 
prop"erty fines to deline~te a 'tcore" business district 
separate from 1h~ greater Hillsdale community. The 
bdi:lndaiy embodies ,an ,area ·whicn functions as a regional 
retail centec, drawing a market from not only surrounding 
neighborhoods, but also from drive-by traffic on Capitol 
Highway traveling between Beaverton and Portland. The 
boundary separates the business district from the 
surrpunoi(lg low to medium density residential areas. Two 
neighbQrhoods meet in the" business district: the Wilson 
ne~ghborhood . to the south of Capitol Highway and 
Brialemile':Robert Gray neighbo~t'!ood to the north. Wilson 
High School occupies a large site and bounds 'the study 
area on the south. This large non~commercial land use and 
the presence of high school students gives the area a 
characteristic which distinguishes it from similar retail 
centers in the City. 























































NumerotJ$ site ;.visits were rn~Qa to the Hillsdale Business. 
District to facHnatel:Jn(:lerst~nding of land uses and 
transportation. -;.An in\l~l')tprv of purrent land uses was taken 
aRd mapped (See map 3.1). A parking survey was 
complet~:td and a map was produced which shows the 
felative~loCilJion and spa~ oqcupied by parking in the study 
area (See mC\p 3:~).: C~ntacts· Vlere made with city staff at 
the Portland Department of Transportation and City 
. Planning Office to discu$& Gurrent plans for the area and 
obtain do~cumE;)nts pertaining .to those plans. Some of these 
docu.me.nts inclur;ie th~ P~rtl.~nd Transportation Plan, and 
Planning for Trpl)sit (Tri,-Met). , Hillsdale Vision Group 
meeting,wereatt,enQed regul~rly and weekly meetings were 
also h.eld t:nl ~he aJ.:lth.Qrs;..:~~ thi~ document. Work also 
included field trips to other business districts to gain an 
understanding of what factors make these areas more or 






Sunset to SW 18th 
~idewalks and informal pedestrian pathways are the 

principle arteries for pedestrian travel. An assessment of 

the petles~rian reaJrn of the Hillsdale Business 'District was 

undertaken in ~arluary and February of 1994. Numero.u~ 
 ..lsafety and access problems. were ,pinpointed, particutf:irly 

along Capitol Highway, the main pedestria~ route. 1. The 

following is an inve,ntory of the condition of the pedestrian 

realm in the Hillsdale Business District. 

Capitol Highway, North Side: 
i'I 
f I 
·Activities located in this block include a restaurant and a 

vacant lot that was formerly used as the site of· a: gas station. 

An under-developed Q,sphalt sidewalk fr9nts the restatJrant;' 

the vacant lot is currently fronted by a concrete sid~walk. 

Approximately fourl fifths of the restaurant lot is dedicated to 

parking, which is devoid of landscaping. Both pedestriar) 

areas are in need of repair as the. surfaces are uneven and 

inconsistent. Unn~cessarily large curb cuts and the lack of 

~ 	 a substantial curb may create pedestrian safety problems 
due to potential conflicts with vehicles. 
The block between Sunset and 18th front~ a variety of 

business activities. Uses include two gas stations, a-bank, 
 ,.restaurants, and several small retail and service 

establishments. Structures in this block generally have a 

perpendicular orientation to Capitol. Several of these 

structures have little setback from Capitol, and the narrow 

pedastrian: ·area is fitted between the buildings and the 

street. Parking exists both between the structures and 

behind them, and ~s accessed.b.y several large curb cuts 

along the street. There are approximately 175 parking 

spaces on this block 'alone. 

The' -pedestrian realm is typified by an irregular sidewalk 

pattern where soni~ uses are- 'fronted by an eight foot 

concrele sidewalk, ~while others I are fronted by a narrower 

side\J\{a1k. Some land uses are also fronted by an 

und~lined asphalt.·pede~ttlan strip. Most of the curb cuts 

































Location of Parking 
Map 3.2 Parking Location 
and potenti~l1 pedestrian/auto conflicts. Street trees, utility 
poles, street signage, neighborhood landscaping and 
clapboa.rd signs -currently compete for ~pace with 
pedestrian·~. Thi~ has. resulte~ in a 'situation where­
pedesf~ians m~st "slplom" around the obstacles in order to 
move from place to placEt 
th~ sidewa'ik ~urface .it,Self is very irregular and lacks 
d~fi~ition. Surfaces 'ctlan.9.e· from concrete to asphalt; 
'width~ and grades also c~atlge~~ :Of particular concern is the 
sidewalk at the trarisiPstop near-e'st to Sunset. Here, the 
sidewalk surface is cracking, btoken concrete, and is 
constructed at I~ve!s that d~ not mf:ltch the curb height. This 







Capitol Highway, 'South Side: 
Wiison High School 
Entrance to Bertha 
Court Capitol Highvyay betweeo the e.ntr~nqe to Wilson and 
Bertha CQurt is home to a variety of activj{ies. These 
1include an auto repair f~cility, a pharmacy, sev.eral small , I 
retail and service establishments such as restau rants and 
salons, professional offices_ d'rive-up and· walk-up fast food 
,outlets and a 'large specialty~oriented grocery store. 
Structures on the east end, of the block include smaller free­
standing structur~s with little off-street parking. Structures· 
on the west ~nd have con,siderably more parking and are 
both free-standing an'd attached. The bloc~.. is dominated by 
several semi-attacbed one-story· structure~ that have a 
Rarallel orientation to Capitol Highway. Parking for1these 
structures is accommodated in front, tietween the structures 
and the pedi3strian realm. -. 
.. 	 The pedestrian realm front,ing Capitol Highway along the 
majoritt of the block is an 8' concrete sidewalk that is more 
consistent in surfac~ quality than the opposing side of the 
street. In certain areas, however, it is paved in asphalt and 
is poorly defined. This "condition occurs primarily on the 
west end of the block. Once again, street trees, utility poles, 
s~reet si~nage, landscaping, and phone booths compete for 
space in the area and create obstacles for p~destrians. 
Autos parked in spaces abutting the sidew~lk also 
overhang into the area, reducing Jhe p~destrian $pace : I 
further. Potential conflicts exist with autos at the numerous, 
wide curb cuts. A narrow strip.h~s been painted on this 
block of Capitol Highway for bicyclists. 
Sl4n~et' Blvd., 

Capitol tQ Dewitt Activities along the east portion of the street include 
 ....,re~t~<u~ants, ,p9tail. and s~~~ce establishments, a vacant 
Iparcel (cor:ner) and.a public library. Structures on this side ) 

of the street have both parallel and perpendicular 

orientatiol1s and parking for tt1Q ·~facilities is provided off­

, .:stre~t i,n fots adjacent to the stn.~cfures. A concrete sidewalk . 
adjoin$ puns~t .and is. relatively free of surface 
.inco.nsistencies. Obstacles similar to those noted on 
Capitol exist. ' 
Activ;ti~s !along the wes,t porti9n 9f the street include a gas 
station (comer), professional offices, and service and retail. 




































Bertha. Court, Capitol 
Hig.hway South ­
p~rpendicul,ar orientation to Sunset with large setbacks, 
however one use has a parallel orientation with a 121 
setbaqk, A ,(foncrete sidewalk extends from the corner of 
Capitor u.p the street about mid-block. Here the pedestrian 
reaim~bebomes' essentially a large asphalt driveway. 
Further up the block paving for pedestrians does not exist or r
! IIS 10cateQ sporadically. This side of Sunset is typified by , I 
, ~large curb cuts to access par~ing in the "plaza" and 
relatiVely little curb. Potential safety hazards abound due to 
poor identification of the pedestrian realm, limited visibility 
and numerous vehicle movements. Temporary planters 
have been placed in certain areas, to afford some degree of 
protectipn and beautification. 
,..., 
No paving exists on this route, :Which could be a major 
! 1 
tI 
pedestrian path from locations south .of the business district. 
However, the route is well travel~d by pedestrians as 
indicated by the paths worn into the grass along the edge of 
the street. 
Crossing Capitol Highway n 
I • 
Three primary pedestrian c~osswalks exist across Capitol 
liighway irt the busine~~ area.. 'One, located near the high fl 
school at· Sunset, is signalized with pedestrian "walk" ; 1 
signals, and offers no apJ1arent safety hazar~s. Another,~ 
lo.cated at Bertha CourtLSW 18th is· signalizeq for ,il 
.pedestrians except fQr the traffic jane westbound from .' I 
Capitol 10 Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway, which is separated 
from the rest of the interse,ction by ~ small Nisland.". This :r 
lane is a Hfree right" for motorists who travel uninterrupted ' I 
from Sunset. Pedestrian safety is q~estionable due to this 
configuration. The third pedesfrian crossing is an l 
unsignalized crosswalk located mid-block between Sunset ; I 
and Bertha/SW 18th. Pedestrial)s u~ing this crosswalk are 
afforded no protection from onc'oming vehicles, and 

\lehicles "are not alerted to tRs "presence of pedestrians. ~ 
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Existing Crosswall(, . 
























1 	 Alternative Sidewalk 
With Improveme"ls 
r-: 
I 	 \ 














Map 3.3 Sidewalk Improvement Area 
FIRST' STEPS: ENHANCI.NG THE 
PEDESTRIAN REALM 
REC'OMMENDATION: 	'Increase the viability of the Hillsdale Business District by 
making it safe and accessible for pedestrian movement. 
DISC'USSION: 	 In the short term, Hillsdale should focus on ~hepedestrian 
realm by more clearly defining existing sidewalks a'nd 
ped~~trian areas. Removing ab.stacles and enhancing the 
existing pedestrian areas along Cap'itor Highway, Sunset 
Boulevard, Chetlenham Road and Bertha Court are the 
minimum first steps necessary for creation of a viable 
pedestrian zone. Further, the improvements that are 
recommended for 'these pedestrian areas will likely fit into 

































I 	 ' 
Capitol Highway is clearly ~rban il1 ~nature; the design of the r pedestrian realm should re'tlect this. Hovyever, it should 
II 	 also reflect the oniqueness of Hillsdale, and',add to a s~nse 
of identity for the area. Ultimately , -a continuous, uniform . ­ street edge sidewalk shpuld be develope'O along-both the 
north 9nd soutH sides of Capitol Highway frQm Cheltent:lam 
Roact 10 SW 18th Avenue. -A minimum six foot'$idewalk with 
a -four foot area, for trees and street furniture adjacent to the 
curb is recom'mended for p~destrian travel. Streets such a~ 
Sunset are less traveled ~than Capitol, and should receive 
treatment that reflects this. Sidewalks, here may provide 
less width overall but should be 'obstacle free, uniform, and 
share .design features similar to Capitol. 
r-'
: I OBJECTIVE: Increase the ease of travel along sidewallss. 
, 	 I "'"" STRAtEGIES: 1 ) Conta~ct bU$ine:ss oVf{ners and q,sk that ~igns be relocated . ' 
out of the psdestrian path. 
2)Place grates around trees instead of lal?dscaping to foster 
pedestrian movement aro,!nd,these obstacles. Planters 









• j . 
/ '\ 
J Existing . 	Alternalive-
J-3) qontact the bUsif}e$s, owner(Sj responsible for the phone' 
bo~tf1s whlqh' t:,IQck pede~t!ian passage in Hillsdale and r " as/( th€lt they fJe"relocated. rher~ is no charge to move a 
! I 
phone booth if-it is not profitable. -If it is profitable, US West 
,..... will move it, at th~ requ~st 01 the proprietor, at a cost of 
r 	 $200. '\ · . 
• 	 i 
. 4) Relocate th{J QregoniEl'n n~rj{s stand at no cost . 
.. f 
OBJcC:tIVE~ 	 Re-orient vehicular traffic in' the area to minimize 
automobile/pedestrian conflicts r and automobile/automobile 
conflicts. ' 
.., 










Location of Curb Cuts rn 
,.... 
M~p 3.4 Curb Cut Location 
STRATEGIES: 	 1) <Repaint and latldscape some of the ingress/egress 
pOints to the "sea of parking" to minimize driver confusion. 
Map 3.2 shows parking, and Map 3.4. shows the current' 
curb cuts in the Hillsdale business district. On Sunset, a 
.curb cut ,stretches approximately ) 00 feet, and is broken by 
plantings which are current,ly'resting on the sidewalk. 
Permanent land.S9sping. may D~ used to help delineate the 
access points to Synset alqng this block. 
2) tliminate curb cuts on the not(h side of Capitol Highway 
to minimize conflict pOints. There are currently nine 
ingr~ss/egress points for motorists to access the business 
area on the north side of 'Capitol from Sunset to 18th. This 
presents a danger not only to pedestrians but also to 
motorists traveling alQng Capitol 1-:1 ighway , as th~ number of 
points orpotential' conflict ,between through traffic and local 












































































.3) fledesign the parking scheme .on the north side of 
Capitol Highway. An initial phase would create landscaped 
islands at edges to define an~ protect pedestrian paths. 
Later, a redesigned area for shared parking could 
incorporate edge and internal ,landscaping that meets city 
development standards. Ultimately, toe "sea of parking" 
could be. reoriented to co'ns,olidate parking and open up 
areas for pedestr,ian plazas and walKways that connect 











Option for f-an.g aange Imprqv~ments to Pflrk.ing Area 
I 1 
OJ3JECT.IYE:. Re-cQristruct damaged sidewa]ks along Capitol Highway. 
.' ~ \.,JJ 
r­ 1) Aqquire right-of-ways on th~ north side of Capitol
I : Highway. The laQd 6n the north ~ide of Capitol Highway is 
held in private,oWner$t)ip. TAe ri~ht-of-way or an e.asement - must De acquired before any non-owner improvements to i ~ the sidewalk may be made. 
2) Create a Local Improvement District. A Localr: 
< • < Improvement District (LID) could be created to help finance 
land acquisition, engineering and construction costs 
associated with sidewalk installation and repair. 
3)Coordinate with the business community regarding land 








nTHE LONG TERM: IS PEDESTRIAN : \ 
FRIENDLV ENOUGH? 
I • 
lImprovements to the surfaces wil~ go a long way toward 
making the Hillsdale Bvsiness District a safe place for 
ped~slrjans and BIcyclists. But if !He build it will they come? ~ 
Pedestrians, and bicyclists, and auto users need more than 
safe and pleasing access; they need a reason to come 
here. Improving ac~essibility for:~.paclestr.ians and bicyclists 
alone won"t bring them here. Hillsdale need~ to recognize l 
this, aryd tak~ steps to gain a better under$tand~ng on how 
their place ,fun'ctions to meet living, working, shopping, 
'recreating, and socializing needs. 
Work towardpreating. an attractive, pedestrian friendly 
business district capable of serving the needs "9f the. 
community. n 




1 ) Conduct a market area analysis to assess the market n 
area of the Hillsdale Business District. 
n
Any IQng-term redevelopment efforts in Hillsdale will only 
be undertaken if they are economically justitred .. ···A, market 
area study could help to determine who currently uses the 
area, Who potential users might ~, and other factors such 
as demographic trends that are important to consitfer when 
contemplating change. The study needs to address who 
uses the business area, where they begin and end their 
trips, the routes tak~n,.~ng their mode of transportation 
(bikel Fluto, pedestrian, other?). This type of analysis is 
generally conducted by a ,consultant, but may also be 








































Ensure that the larger community is engaged in efforts to 
enhance the livability of Hillsdale. 
Devise and implement a community outreach program. 
In order to be truly successful, any long term efforts should 
understand and meet the needs of the larger community. 
Any organization that is working to change Hillsdale, and 
the business district, needs to develop an understanding of 
what people want and need. A good first step is an 
education and outreach program aimed at engaging the 
community. Appendix A describes some strategies to 
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This document is to be used as a how-to guide for the 
Hillsdale Vision Group. It provides options which are short 
or intermediate-term in nature (between one and ten years) 
and may be implemented given resources and community 
support. It represents the efforts of a group of people 
dedicated to the idea that suburbs tend to favor the 
automobile over other transport options, thereby limiting 
them, and that planning may address some of the faults 
inherent in typical suburban development. 
Throughout this planning process at forums, workshops, 
and meetings, the authors have been challenged to 
produce a document that is both visionary and practical. 
The intent of this document is to help the Hillsdale Vision 
Group provide for future transportation needs by 
considering a multi-modal transportation network. 
The key components of this document are 
recommendations for the redesign of parking and curb cuts 
in the Hillsdale commercial area, pedestrian and bicycle 
routes into Hillsdale, implementation of a community 
outreach program, and information on the street 
reclassification process in the City of Portland.' The 
document is not an end in itself, but is part of a planning 
process that, hopefully, will continue long after its authors 
move on. Whether the recommendations made are 
realized, or the information provided used, will depend on 
the commitment of those who follow and the resources 
made available to them. 
The document must now be discussed in the community, 
and its alternatives prioritized. The section on community 
outreach provides some useful hints on how to go about 
sharing it with interested people in the Hillsdale community. 
The docum~nt also provides its reader with a snapshot of 
Hillsdale, circa 1994. It may therefore be used to evaluate 
the success of future actions. 
The authors would like to thank the Hillsdale Vision Group 

for their assistance and patience; the Portland State 

University Planning Workshop for their constructive criticism 

. and useful input; the faculty of the Department of Urban and 

Regional Planning and particularly Deborah and Paul for 

their direction; and the numerous agencies, staff, and 
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..., 	 ESTABLISHING. A ·CITIZ~EN.~PAFtTI~lpAt10N' BASE 
I 	 I 
The Hillsdale Visio(1 Group., is a motivated" vocal group of citizen$ coqcerned 1'1! . about making changes in their comrnu,nity: ,H.owever, ·th~~ may not be 
representative of the 'community as a whole. A "strOri,Q ~how.in,9 of comm'OoityI support will add validity to the work of the HVG. Also, strong involvement from .n 
I the community sends a message to the City that they are.legJtimate. This is very 
important when seeking additional funding and technicpJ assjstance. 
n 
• I 	 A core group has already been establishett, 'thus ~ta'rtirig frorr{'scratch isn
1t 
necessary. The HVG could be the original Steering Committee fbr the -Hillsdale 
Planning Process. This committee should h~lps guide the pommuniJy thro:ugt1
I I - the planning process. The initial task should De increasing the publicI 
awareness of the HVG. 
GOAL: 
To raise the public's awareness of the Hillsdale visi9~ Group anc;f'its mission. 
This should result in increased citi2;en in,put and. community irivojvement (or the 




) . 	 I. Boundary 
r A ~itl)ation.. unique to Hijl.sdale is the I~ck of a cl~ar and geogr:aphically ~efined 
I boundary for the study atea. Many' o~Her orgariizatipns, such as' N~ighDorr06d 
Associations and school districts, have defined boundaties. To get a sense of 
r the boundary fqr: HiII$dale, an ..arbitra"ry bound~rY. may b{3 drawn, for .example, as 
I • a OlJe mile radius from the comm~r.qial core. This is conserva~ively latge" but it I 
is to De s!Jr9 of inclu(Ung. any 'households dr areas that may consider 
themsj3lves a part of the Hillsd~le' community. As feedback fr<;>m citizenr 
involvement"strategi~s is received, 'tNa bouhc;tsry may -become more definiti.ve. 
r II. Survey 
A ~teering Committee, or a Survey :~lJbCbmmittee! should develop 'a survey to 
be distributed to all- tiouseholds within the one mile 'radius. The- survey may~ 
• 	 be a flyer and get the HVG name into the public eye. 
• 	 identify areas in which the respondents live, therefore streamlining the 
boundary. 
• 	 collect demographic information of area. 
• 	 begin the process of identifying concems of residents. 







When drafting the survey, consjder a· structure .th~t will be easy to tabulate. 
Although open-ended questions may appear more informative, they are difficult 
to decodt? and an~ly~e, QuantitaJive·an~wer~, such as·a ranking system', are 
ileasy to tabulate, yet allow for r'esponses to show levels of agreement or 
j i 
concern. A sample survey is attached. 
The major costs of survey development are printing arid distribution. Ther~ are 
alternatives for each" Q.eperiding. on human resources and financial support. 
Options for printing iriclude~ 
• 	 copying at local gopy center ! I 
• 	 using personal Ia-se'r printers 
• 	 buying spac~ jn a local community, paper 
• 	 soliciting. in.-kind or financia:l donati'ons 
Options for d,istributiQh (and'retLJrns) include: · . 
J 
• 	 postage paid mail out/mail back 
• 	 insert in newsletter mail out (comprehensive mailing list recommended) 
• 	 recruit volunteers to hand deliver to each household and business (middle l 
~choot project or Boy Sc;outs of<Ameri,ca, for example) 
• 	 Jnciude as text in 'local newspaper 
• 	 provide drop boxes at area schools and businesses l 
: 1
• 	 provide address for return mail, without postage 
fl.
III. Contacting Organizations 	
, 
Members Of the SJeering Ccirl;mittee ~~ould' begin' contacting formal and l
informal org~nizatioRs in th~ area. T~is may include: 
Surrounding Neighborhqod A.ssociations a.nd Coalitions: The 	
-, 
· Icommercial cora of tbe Hillsdale area is a boundary dividing two ONA 
identifie~ NeighbQrhood Associations, ~.Bridlemile.-R.obert Gray and Wilson. 
These Assqciafipns. along with surrQundin,g oeighb9rhood~ that may Qe 
impacted, could be a resource in identifying topics of. concern and beginning l 
a mailing list of possible volunteers and participants. The Southwest 
Neighborhood Information, Inc. (SWNI), your neighborhood coalition, could 
act as a coordinator. SWNI may also provide some technical assistance l 
and/or .hurt:lan resource$ (in th~ form of an intern). -rhe neighbor~oods of 
Bridlemil~-Robert Gray and. Wilson should be officially repre~ented 01') the 























Local"businesses: IT:his ihc1udes neighborbt>od. businesses and also. 
businesses~jbat "ma)l tTav~:al r.egiona1 attraction. BusiBesses with other units 
outside the area, such as Nature's"and McM'9namins,> hav.e. been .known to 
be locally active. These organizations may be willing to help sponsor events 
and activities that ger:leratet commllnit~'involvement. 'It is also an invitatioA 
for-the btJsinl1ss, ~·owners 'an,d managers to be a· part of guiding~ the 
comrrlunity. The.r buy-in is important now, to decre~se the chance at conflict 
later. The .HilIsdale Business, and Professionals Association should be 
officiaUy represented on:the Steering Committee . 
School organizations: This contact is twofold: one approach to appeal 
to the parents, another to the students in the schools. For an audienpe of 
parents, present the HVG and its vision to a meeting of the Parent Teacher 
Association of each school. Some. schools have- devetopes::! advisory 
committees fncluding. parents and teachers .as m~mbers.. 'This ..audi~lJce 
base is somewhat biase.d because nOt ALL parents are being,_ad.d(e~s~Q, 
fbut' the 'HVG name is' getting out there. Another"considerati.on, wh~t ,are the 
·Iegalities <of sendmtJ pamphlets 'horne with the ,students-to give- tcr th~ir 
parents? 
A student audience is also pertinent for volunteer support and input. Wilson 
High School students may assist in tabulation :ot .surveys or distribution of 
flyers. Functions and activities directed towards this audience may generate 
advertisement· by wor~ of-moutb-. Also, input from this.,group ~f citi~e#ns may 
be much different from' -the oldef population and deserves Jhe· $~me 
t'consideratidii . 
Other volunteer, grass-roots organizations: JqEtn~ify other 
community-based organizations in your area. This may also include 
m'ember"s 'Of city-wide ol=ganizations, such as the- alcycl~ :rran~portation 
Alliance and' 'other coalitior:lsl. Provide them with ioforma,ipn regarQing. your 
organization and mission; This is another forum by which.. tQ' get your 
information out to the neighborhoods. 
IV. Volunteer ,ttfformation Forms and Meeling Card, 
The volunteer information form has two purposes. First, it establishes a data 
base of people interested in the current projects of the HVG. The combined 
address list of the two neighborhood associations in '-H,iU,sdale TTlay .be too 
comprehensive and dated for mailings regarding only HVG activities. A new list 
shdufd be start$d and maintatned just for HNG. n~_w~.. J The aQditional 
information' requested" Or:l the infor.mation forms will, b.e helpf",1 when ,,~~cruiting 
volunteers, delegating)·tasks, or developing sUbCb.rnmtttees. Second, isi' 
advertisement. Anything with the Hillsdale 'Vision Gtoup1s (lalJle on it will be 
helpful in keeping people aware of your organization. 
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The volunteer .information form, should be distributed at, all meetings .and 
presentations. People mayiake extras to bring to neighbors· or other interested 
parties. ·a sample information form is attached. 
Meeting reminder cards' are a very simple note to keep people- tJP to. date with 
the calendar of the Hillsdale Vision Gr~up. The postcards can be copied four to 
a page, r.educing postage and printing costs. The card will. contain 
announcements of any new meetings or meeting changes. \ The data base from 
the volunteer information sheet may be used as the mailing list. A -sample 
reminder card is attached. 
V. Flyers' 
Flyers should t5e distributed and displayed at all participating looa.tions, 
including retail businesses, offices, schools, and restaurants. The flyers -may 
be posted on ·bulletin bt)ards and in Windows. If volunteer or tin~ncial Je~sourq~s 
allow, distribution ·t(1- every household will reach a larger audience. The flyer 
should be easy to: read, have minimal text, include interesting graptJics, and be 
printed on bright paper. 
VI. Newsletters and 'Kewspapers 
t, \ 
Utili'te the newsletters of surrounding neighborhood associations, Wilson and 
Bridlemile-Robert Gray, and. your .neighborhood coalition, Southwest 
Neighborhood Information, Inc. Submit brief articles about the HVG,. ,your 
mission, and current activities. These newsletters may also include your flyer or 
survey as an insert in their next mailing. Check with the Neighborhood 
Associations for more details. 
I ; 
The HVGt'newsletter should be distributed to all households at least poce. The 
same distribution techniques as the flyer may be consid.ered, i.e. blan~et 
mailing or door-fo-door distribution. Utilize the existing mailing lists of o~her 
neighborhood organizations. 
Community newspapers may print an article or promotional spot for the 
Hillsdale Vision Group. 'Newspaper.s with circulations larger that the, study area 
are also appropriate. Utilize any medium to get your message to people. 
VII. celebrate Community 
. 
Sponsor events that may generate community spirit and citizen .involvement. 
These may'"be one time events, such as "Hillsdale Days" cel.ebratien. ,Bake 
safes or fe'stivals at ·the .settools are other examples to ge,nerate interaction 






























































These types of function are wonderful at creating a sense of community among 
participants. They are also great outlets for 'flyers, volunteer sheets, and 
newsletters. Get your name out there and let people know what you are dOingl 
VIII. Membership Drive 







The best approach for a membership campaign is to have volunteers go 
door to door calling on their neighbors. This can be a week long project or a 
one day blitz. Consider having a membership drive and then sponsoring a 
party for volunteers where they can have fun and share experiences later. 
HVG representatives and volunteers should be armed with printed material 
to encourage the residents to participate. This can be a brochure from HVG 
or a simple letter from the group·s chairperson that explains the Hillsdale 
Vision Group, its relationship to the community, and details of upcoming 
activities. Also, volunteers should carry volunteer inform~tion forms with 
them and offer both immediate and mail in membership opportunities. 
Neighborhoods can develop a block leader network as a foundation for a 
membership campaign as well as other activities. Block leaders can pass 
out flyers and newsletters, welcome new residents, serve as a conduit for 
specific problems on the block, and place volunteers in activities. 
Potential participants can also be found at community gatherings. If there is 
a city or local area event, think of putting up a booth sponsored by your 
organization. This is a great opportunity to talk to people in your area. 
Remember, have information and membership sign up sheets available. 
Choosing a Strategy 
Before developing a citizen involvement workplan, the resources available to 
the HVG must be considered. For example, is the Hillsdale Vision Group 
stronger in human resources or financial resources? Might SWNI contribute to 
the effort, in human or capital resources? Must you work within parameters of a 
timeline? What parts, if any, of this process have been initiated, requiring less 
time to complete? 
Maintaining an active citizen participation base is another matter. Make an effort 
to let those involved know their input is needed. Invite people to be involved in 
anything. Keep people aware of HVG and your activities. Face-to..face contact 
is the most effective form of communication. When possible, make personal 
appearances and talk to people. 
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'. ',NEIGHBORHOOD SURVEY 
































PLEASE GIVE US YOUR OPINION. Thank you for taking the time to help with the Woodstock Neighborhood Plan by 
addressing the following issues. Please rate each is~u't.in terms of how concern,ed you are aboijt it. Use the.scqle from 1 to 
5 where 1 means not at alilconcerned and 5 means very concerned. Please'rate each issue by circling one number, For each 
issue area, space has been provided for you t9 inpJude an issue we overlooked! 
1. 	
. 
Do you rent _, own and occupy a home' _'"_, own a 
business _, own rental property/land _ in Woodstock? 
2. 	 Place an R in the map where you rent, L in the map where 
you own and occupy a home, a B where you own a 
business, and an 0 wher~.y'ou own rental property.or land. 
If you are out of the area designated on the map, the cross 
streets where you R_, L_, B_. 0_ are 
3. 	 TRAFFIC ISSUES Not Very 
a. Woodstock Boulevard .......... 1 2 3 4 5 

b. Parking ................................ 1 2 3 4 5 

c. Pedestrian Crossing ............. 1 2·3 4 5 

d. 'Bike Paths ........................... 1 2 3 4 5 

e. Speeding ............................. 1 2 3 4 5 

f 1 234 5 

4. 	 PUBLIC SAFETY ~m very 
a. Graffiti/Gangs ....................... 1 2 3 4 5 

b. Positive Youth Involvement ... 1 234 5 

c. Per:son.al Crime (Robbery, etc.) . 1 2 345 

d. Property Crime ..................... 1 234 5 

e. Community Policing .............. 1 234 5 

f 1 23tJ5 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ~m Yerv 
a. Greenspaces ....................... 1 234 5 

b. Litter .................................... 1 234 5 

c. Illegal Dumping .................... 1 2 345 

d. AirJWater/Noise Pollution ..... 1 234 5 
















0 42nd Ave. 
39th Ave. 
6. LAND USE 	 .L!!.NlJQot___V,:r..:iIe:,u.IY 
a. Zoning ................................. 1 2 3 4 5 

b. Design Standards ................. 1 2 3 4 5 

c. Street Improv~mt{nt .............. 1 2 3 't 5 

d. Historic Preservatidn ............ 1 2 3 4 5 

e. 	 1 2 3 4 5 

Not 'Y,.ery7. 	 BU<SINES~ 
a. Develop{Tl~nf........................ 1 234 5 

b.~ Community Involvement ....... 1 234 5 

c. School Involvement .............. 1 234 5 

d. Peqestrian Friendly .............. 1 234 5 

'e. 1 2 3 4 5 

8. PARKS & RECREATrON Not 'Y..IOt 
a. Safety .................................. 1 234 5 

b. {User Friendly .................f ..... 1 234 5 

c. School Involvement .............. 1 234 5 

d. Commu nity Center ............... 1 234 5 

d. 	 1 234 5 

What three things do you like most about the Woodstock Neighborhood? a.____________________________________________________~______________________ 
b.____________________________________________________________________________ 
c.____~~--------------------------------------------~---------------------
What three things would you like to see improved in the Woodstock Neighborhood? 
a._________________________________~----------~~--~--~-------------------b.____________________________________________________________________________1(jI..... 	 ; 
c.____________________________________________________________________________ 
r ~ 




 Name:____________________________Interested in being added to the Woodstock o Neighborhood Association Newsletter mailing Address:____________________ 
list? Please enter name and address City/Zip; ......:<:-:...:...""""'":""""~___--:"-!~~._--:~ 
c",,!, 	 t 
Thank You - Please return to drop boxes at: Woodstock Community Center, Woodstock IGA, Lewis and Woodstock Schools, 
Woodstock Library or Davidson's. Or, mail directly to Southeast Upli~. 3534 ~E Main, Portland, OR 97214, Attn: Nanci Egan 
------------------
~ .. 
Outer Southeast Neighborhood Plan 





Address:_____________B.est time to call_______ . r !I •I 
________________972_______ 
In which neighborhood~ do you live/work/own property? 
Are you already familiar with the your neighborhood assoc.? Yes No n 
Interested in: (Cb~~k all that apply) n 
~Neighborh(jod Plan Steering Committee _Public Workshops 
:--, 
__Other ___. Neighborhood association activities____ : I 
Subcommittees: 
1 
I ____Historic Preservation & Urban Design 
___Economic Development ____Transportation n 
f I 
___Public Safety 
___H,ousing & Livability Other 
___Parks, Open Space, and Environment 
Best days for participation? Mo Tu Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun l 
Best evenings . ... Mo Tu Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun ! 
Preferred times for meetings l 
Others that we should coBtact:(Name & phone #) ,I 
! 
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Appendix 1.1 
Pedestrian Walkway Classifications 1 
, 
Sidewalk- A constructed cqncrete,'asphalt or w,oo.den walking. surface 'to tbe ..side 
of, and most often -eleY-ated above, the tevet of the rtlotorway or shoulder, usuaJly 
with a barrier curbing at street side. 
Raised-Curb ·Shoulde.r Separation- A side Rortion Qf. the aqtu,al. road surface .for 
walking. physically ,separated ·from the. "motorway by a raisedl substantial, segu~e 
barrier curb·at:least 15 cms (six inches) high. 
Edgeline Shoulder Separation- A longitudinally painted IinEt. t~n Qr .more 
centimeters wide, designating a side portion of the road surface for walking or 
bicycling, 
~ 
Edge line Shoulder Separation with Implanted Rflfleptofs,: As in aboye, -,but ~ilh 
reflectors implanted at fixed intervals of a meter or so within or alongside the 
painted line. 
Natural Footpath:- A walkway, of uncon,..solidated surf~ceJ, created by pedesjrian 
movem.EtOt -to the side of the road. 
i .: ,;d~. • 4 
Constructed Footpath- A walkway intentionally graded, surfaced with sufficie.nt 
(unconsolidated) gravel, cinders or sea shells to provide a continuous surface to 







1 GassawaYJ Alexandar 
.1 
Appendix 1.2 
Bikeways Classifications and Considerations l 
.; 
Bike Paths or Multi-use Trails (Class I): These have their own right of ways, and 
are often .,found .along abandonedtTail lines, rivers .. or utility 'easements or new n 
developments,. T~e width of· -these. paths depend on other uses and 'availability· of 
land. l, l 
Considerations: Although bike paths are. often enjoyed ..by. recreatibnal ~bikers 

because they are generally more scenic and ar~ set 'away from .auto movement, they 

require a significant amount of right of way and are often more expensive. than other 1, 

types of bikeways. In addition, connecting to roadways is often difficult and there are 
, 

frequent conflicts between the vari6lJs tyP&S of path users. 

Bike Lanes (Class II): Designated one-way lanes on public roadways. Depending 

on other roadway characteristics, these lanes can range in width from 41 to 61. 

Adjacent'automobile travel lanes· must be at lease 101each with 111 preferred. 

Considerations: Bike lanes are usually installed on roadways with higher traffic 

volumes. They are generally preferred by bicycle commuters since they can attain a ~ 

, \
higher tfavel speed since they a're often level, straight and easily connected. Lanes 
can be included more cheaply as part of new road construction. On existing streets, 
new bike lanes usually require a narrowing of the automobile travel lane or removal 
of parking: 1 
Bike Routes (Class III): Identified only by sign, these are shared with pedestrian nandlor automobile traffic. 
Considerations: These routes are often installed on wider roads with lower volumes l
of traffic. The basic concept is that vehicles and biCYClists learn to be considerate of : I 
each otherls travel needs. 
Bike Boulevards:Streets where bicycle and pedestrian traffic has priority and l 
automobile through traffic is discouraged. Generally constructed on streets with 
lower traffic volumes. 
~ 
Considerations: Bike boulevards work well on grid-style roadways where 
intersections can be improved to assist bicycle movement and discourage motor 
vehicle travel. More bike boulevards have been created on the east side of Portland fl










Appendix 1 .3 
Sources 
). 	 ! 1.. '.-I 
I 	 Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development, Office of Transportation, 
I 	
Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan, City of Portland, Oregon. 
- -~ 	 ~~, 
City of Pq.rtland Bicycle Prog(am, Office of TransportatJQ.n, PO,rtland. Bikeways, 
January~1993. . 
Demetsky, M. and Perfater, M., Assessment of Pedestrian attitudes and Behavior in 
Suburban Environments, Transportation Research Record. Urban Accident Patterns, 
540, 46-55, 1975. 
Ir, 
I Gassaway, .Alexander R., The Adequacy of Walkways for Pedestrian Movement 
Along Public Roadways in the Suburbs of an American City, Transportation 
r; Research Record, Vol. 26A, No.5, pp 361-379, 1992. 
I 	I 
Jones, Michael G., Building Bikeways, Planning Magazine, October 1993, pp 30-33. 
n 
Knoblauch R., Tobey, H., and Shunaman, E., Pedestrian Characteristics and 
Exposure Measures, Transportation Research Record, 959, 1984. 
Orego~ Department of Transportation, '1992 Oregon Bicycle Plan, July, 1992. 
Wiflamette Pedestrian Coalition, Footnotes, No.6, December, 1992. -I 
j 
r Recommended Readings 
1000 Friends of Oregon, The Pedestrian Environment, Volume 4A, LUTRAQ, 
~ December, 1993. 
, 	 I 
t 	 , 
Benepe, W. The Pedestrian in the City, Traffic Quarterly, 19(1), 1965. 
r. 
! 	 \ Ciolek, M T., Spatial Behavior in Pedestrian Areas, Ekistics. 45,286,1978. 
i"' American Planning Association, Recommendations for Pedestrian, Bicycle and 
I 	 I 
1 	 Transit Friendly Development Ordinances, February, Transportation Rule Working 
Group, Oregon Chapter American Planning Association, 1993. 
Citizens Advocating Responsible Transportation (CART), Traffic Calming -The 
Solution to Urban Traffic and a New Vision for Neighborhood Livability, 1989. 
Bicycle Federation of America, One Less Car:The Bicycle Advocates Action Kit, 
Washington, D.C., 1993. 
Federal Highway Administration, What Needs to Be Done to Promote Bicycling and 
Walking?: National Bicycling and Walking Study, prepared by David Evans and 




Lemen, Christopher, Enlarging the Pedestrian Safety Agenda: Contributions from 
Policy Analysis and Grass Roots Policies, Institute for Transportation and tne 
Environment, 1994. 
Moudon, Anne Vernez, Public Street for Public Use, Columbia University Press, 
1991. 
Robinson, Ferrol 0., Jerry Edwards and Carl E. Ohrn, Strategies for Increasing 
Levels' of Walking and Bioycling for Utilitarian Purposes, Transportation Research 



























































































I' TREATMENT & 
~I TRAFFIC 
OPERATIONS 











distrjct movement with 
qnly'one trip end in 
transportation district 
or bypass a district 
completely. 
, 
Major City Traffic 
Streets serve as the 
principle route for 
traffic and emergency 
vehic1e movements 
Regional Trafficways 
should connect with 
other Regional 
Trafficways, Major City 
Traffic Streets and 
District ColJectors. 
Regional Trafficways 
should not connect to 
Neighborhood ColJec­
tors or Local Service 
Streets. 
Regional Trafficways 
should support desired 
development patterns 
as defined by Compre­
hensive Plan, adopted 
plal"\s and policies. 
Intersections with 
Maj~r City Traffic 
Streets and streets with 
similar or higher 
classifications should 
Encourage private and 
public development of 
regional significance to 




should not provide 
access to areas where 
dev~lopment is discour­
aged by the Compre­
hensive Plan. 
Auto-oriented land 
use~ should be encour­
aged to locate adjacent 
to Major City Traffic 
Streets, according to the 
Regional Trafficways 
should be grade-
separated, and have 






are ~esigned and 
operated to serve 
through movement 
and prohibit access to 
Local Service Streets 




A Major City Traffic 
Stre~t is intended to 
provide concentrated 
traffic access for those 





which have at least one 
t~ip end within a 
Transportation 
Disirict. 
Maj9r City Traffic 
Streets should provide 
connections to Re-
gio~a) Trafficways and 
serve major activity 
centers within each 
Transportation 
District. 
Traffic with no trip 
ends within a Trans­
portation District 
should be encouraged 
to use Regional 
Trafficways and 
discouraged from 
us~g Major City 
Traffic Streets. 
• 
be designed to fadHtate 
the movement of traffic 




hood Collectors and 
Major City Traffic 
Streets should provide 
for all desired turning 
movements without 
requiring use of a Local 
Service Street. 
Local Service Street 
intersections should 
yield right of way to or 
be denied access to 





centers which attract 
trips from throughout 
or beY5md the transpor­
tatiQn district should 
locate along Major City 
Traffic Streets. 
business within the 
district. 
On-~treet parking on 
Major City Traffic 
Streets can be 
removed and addi­
tional right-of- way be 
purchased to provide 
adequate traffic access. 
The provision of off-
str~t parking on 
Major City Traffic 
Streets should be 
encouraged, as 
provided in the 
Comprehensive Plan 























, Improvements on 
Major City Traffis: 
Streets should support 
appropriate land uses 





are made or parking 
removed on Major City 
Trafftc Streets, alterna­
tives and their impacts 
on adjacent land uses 
should be studied. 
Where feasible, buffer 
residential develop­
ments adjacent to 
Major City Traffic 
Streets. 
When removing 
parking along Major 
City Traffic Streets, 
special consideration 
should be given to 
insuring a safe pedes­
trian environment. 
Do not prohibit 
pedestrian /bicycle 
crossings along Major 
City Traffic Streets for 
distances greater than 
four blocks or approxi­
rna tely 1,000 feet. 
Provide protected 
crossing opportunities, 
where needed, on 



















FUNGrIONAl INTERCHANGES! .. ,LlND USE AND 







DJSTRICT District Collectors 
provide concen tra ted 
access to district 
activity centers and to 
serve trips which J:>oth 




should serve as a 
distributor of traffic 
and emergency 
vehicles from a Major 
City Traffic Street to 
streets of similar or 
lower classifications. 
Discourage regional 




Distr(ct Collectors and 
streets of simi1a~ or 
higher classifica tion 
should be designed to 
facilitate the safe 
move'ment of traffic 
along each str~t, as 





to a11pw turning 
movements into 
neighborhood streets 
with9ut requiring the 
use of Local Service 
Streets. 
Inte~ections with 
District Collectors and 
Neighborhood 
Collectors should be 
appropriately con­
trolled and design~ to 
allow turning move­
ments into the neigh­
borhPods without tpe 
use of a Local Service 
Street. 
Intersections with 
District Collectors and 
Local Service Streets 
should be designed so 
tha t ihe Local Service 
Street yields right of 
waYl-0 or is denied 
access to the District 
Collector. 
New land uses in 
conformance with 'the 
Comprehensive Plan 
which attract 'trips 
from the surroundjng 
neighboFhoods 6r from 
throughout the gistrict 
are encouraged to " 
Ioca te on District 
Collector Streets. 
Regional land use~ are 
discouraged from 
locating on District 
C.ol1ectors except 
where the collector is 
near and di~ec.tly 







Park,ing removal or 
:additional right-of-way 
"',purchase on District 
Collectors should be 
under.taken only at 
specifjc problem 
locations or under 
spe<;ial circumstances 
to accommodate the 
equallY important 
functions of traffic 




on 'Oistrict Collectors 
every quarter mile on 
streets with insufficient 







TREATMENT &INTERCHANGESIFUNc.:rIONA~ LAND USE AND 
1 TRAFFICPURPOSE _ ~JNTERSEciIONS DEV;ELOPMENT 
OPERATIONS 
I 
NEIGHBOR.. Parking removal orNeighborhood Intersections with New land uses and 
additional right-of­
intend~ to serve as a 
C;ollector Streets are major expansions ofN~ighborhoodHOOD 
way purchase should Collectors and streets existing land uses COLLEcrOR 
not'be undertaken on 
from a. Major City 
distributor of traffic of similar orhigher which attract a 
Neighborhood 
Traffic Street or 
classiflcation should significant volume of 
Collectors except at 
District Collector Street 
be designed to traffic trips from 
specific problem 
to the Local Service 
facilitate the safe outside the neighbor-
locations or special 
'Streets, and to serve 
movement of traffic hood area should be 
circumstances to 
trips which bot11 start 
along each street as discouraged on 
accommodate the 
. and end within an area 
well as turning Neighborhood 
equaHy important 
bounqed by Major City 
movements between Collectors, as provided 
functions of traffic 
Traffi~ Streets, and 
by the 'Comprenensive such streets. 
movement and access 
District Colieetor 
Plan and Zoning Code, 
to abutting properties. Intersections with 
NEtighborhood 
Colle~tors and Major 
Stret!~. 
Preference should be 
,Neighborhood given to the distribu-
Collectors should alsp 
City Traffic Streets 
tion of traffic to the 
provide access for l 
should be controlfed to 
' neighborhoods on 
emergency vehicles to 
all~w all desired 
Neighborhood 




into the neighborhood, 
without requiring the 

Districts, within the 
 Non-local inter-district 
District and to indi­
use of Local Service 
trips should be 
vid ual neighborhoods. 
Streets. 
discouraged on 
Intersections with a Neighborhood 
Inter-district, non-local Collectors. 
traffic should be 
Neighborhood 
Collector Sfreet and a 

discouraged from 
 Provipe protected 
using Neighborhood 
Local Service Street 
crossing opportunities 
Collector Streets. 
should be treated such 
on N~ighborhood 
Street,yields right-of­
that a Local Service 
Collectors every 
way tb, or is denied quarter mile on streets 
acces~ to, the Neigh- with insufficient gaps 
borhood Collector to allow safe crossing 






















































Local Serv-ice Streets Intersections between Auto-orien~ed land use Loc?I,Service.&treets 
SERVICE are intended to Local Service Streets should be discouraged giy'~ preferenc,e to 
STREET provide theJollowing: 
distribute local traffic 
wj1ich experience 
s'lfety, speed, or non­
from using Local 
I· Se~ice Streets as their 
access to individual 
pro~rties, and also to 
and emergency local traffic problems primary access. the s~ecial needs of 
v;ehicles access; access may be treated in ~uch reSIdents and property 
tf local residences or a way as to control The design.of J..ocal owners along the 
cpmmercial usf?s; access or deny; traffic Service Streets shoulg, street. 
v'isual setting or entry movements. corre~pond dir~tly to 
way to Innd uses; the land use it serves. ~ccess for motor 
Hedestrian circulation vehicles may be 
srste~; meeting place selectively restricted 
f6r reSidences; nnd on LOcal Service Streets 
plilY area for children to allow for non-traffic 
i~.1cx;ations where a uses pr improved 
woonerf street safety, using the 
t~eatment has been established city 
~ 
iJrplemented. procf?ss. 
Local Service Streets 
are iptended to 
provide on-street 
parking and access to 
local-residences or 
commercial uses. 
The use of LoeaI 
Servi'ce Streets for one­
way couplets is not 








TRANSFERS &; 1 
STOPS 







Regional Transitways Stations and stops on RegioJ}al Transitways A Regional 
TRANSITwAY are intended to Regional Transitways should provide Transitway should be 
provide for inter- should be located in connectors between an excl usive transi t 
regional and inter- such a way as to downtown and all facility where the level 
distric~ transit trips. provide direct service regional activity of service demands 
to regional and centers. and the topography 
Regional Transitways neighborhood and a9joining
. are intended to commercial centers Regional Transitways development allow. 
provide for frequent and major trip should not provide 
I 
high-speed, high gener<ltors along the direct access to areas in Where feasible, 
capacity, express and transitway. which urb'an growth is neighborhoods in a 
limited transit service. to be discouraged, as developed area should 
Stations and stops on defined by the Com­ be buffered from the 
Regio~al Transitways prehensive Plan. direct impact of 
should provide a safe Regional Transitways. 
and convenient Private and public 
covered waiting area devel9pments of Design treatment of a 
and means of transfer regional significance Regional Transitway 
to other transit (for example, shopping should consider auto, 
services. Transit centers, stadiums, trans\t, bicycle and 
information and access arenas, etc.) should be pedestrian circulation 
for pedestrians and encouraged to locate at the station area. 
bicycl~sts should also adjacent to Regional 
be prqvided. Transitways to reduce 
traffic impact on 
On Regional adjoining areas and 
T ransitways, mini- streets. 
mum distance 
between stations and/ On Regional 
or stops should be Transitways, land uses 
approximately one- surrounding transit 
half mile. stations should be 
In high density areas planned and designed 
in the Central City, to support transit­
~. .
closer statton spacmg oriented development 
may be appropriate. and provide a high 
level of multi-modal 
On Regional access to the station 
Transitways, locate site within one-half 
stations and stops to mile. 
provi~e convenient 
access to neighbor- Density should peak at 
hoods and commercial the station center and 
centers. Stations decrease proportion-
located within 25 ately based on distance 
minutes travel time of from the station. 
downtown should 
primarily be served by 
feeder bus connec­
tions. Those beyond 
25 minutes travel time, 
should be served. by 
either park and ride or 









































Major City Transit 
Streets are intended 10 
provide transit service 
'for all person trip ends 
having none, ohe or 
both of its.trip ends 
within a Transporta­
tion District. 
Major City :rransit· 
Streets ate intenCfed to 
previpe concentrated 
transit service~ to· 
connect and reinforce 
major activity centers 
frand residential areas. 
. Major City Transit 
, Streets are intended to 
provide for local, 
limitJd and express 





, STOPS. A .. 
.. 
LAN'D USEANQ' , 
D'EVELOPMENT 
_.. 
Facilities at trpnsfer 
points on Major City 
Tran~it Streets sho,uld 
provide a safe and 
convenient covered 
waiting a,rea and a 
means of transfer 
between transit 
.r:.q4t~s. Transit route 
information and 
access for pede~tria.~s 
and bicyclists should 
be provided. 
On Major Ci.~ 
Tt:ansi t Strf?et~! loca te 




cial centers. StatiQns 
locat.ed within 25 
minutes travel time 
of d6wntown should 
primarily be served 
by feeder bus 
connections. Those 
areas beyond 25 
mtnutes travel time, 
should be served by 
either park arid ride 
or feeder bus service. 
On a Major City 
Transit Street, stops 
should be 400 to 750 
feet apart in high to 
medium density 
areas and 600 to 1000 
feet apart in low 
density areas. 
Limited transit 
service should stop at 
transfer poin ts and 
activity centers along 




Transit oriente<j land 
u,..c;es should be 
.. e~couraged to locate 
along~Major City 
T(ansit Streets. 
Au to..:oriented land 





locating along Major 

Ci,ty Transit Streets, 

~xcept where the street 

is also classified as 





Encourage land use 

densities along Major 

City I ransi t Streets to 

vary directly with the 

pl"nned capacity of 

~ansit service and in 












¥ajor City Transit 
St.reet pre inten~ed to. 
provide service' for 
Jivtng.and doing 
•busiru~ss wi thin the 
transportation district. 
Wher~ neighborhood 
commercial uses occur 
along' Major City 
Transit Streets, 
pede~trian and bicycle 
impr<?vements and on-
street parking should 
be en~ouraged. 





treatment (such as 
signa1 pre-emption or 
exclusive lanes), which 
may involve removing 





and bicycle crossings 

should be provided 

along a Major City 

lransit Street at or 

























Minor Transit Streets 
a re intended to 
provide for district 
transit service. 
~ 
On Minor Transit 
Streets, stops should 
be located between 
400 and 600 feet apart 
in medium density 
commercial areas and 
between 500 to 1000 
feet apart in other 
areas. 
Facilities at transfer 
pOintS on Minor 
Transit Streets should 
provide an adequate 
covered waiting area. 
Transit information 
and direct and 
convenient pedestrian 
and bicycle access 
should be provided 
between transfer 
points. 
Encourage direct and 
convenient pedestrian 
and bicycle access 
between'transit stops. 
and lahd uses along 
Minor Transit Streets. 
The density of develop­
ment along Minor 
Transit Streetq should 
be encouraged to vary 
directly with the 
planned capacity of 
transit service and in 
conformance with the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
Transit movement is 
not the primary 
function of Minor 
Transit Streets. 
Parking removal, or 
pJ.lfchase of additional 
right-9f-way for transit 
purposes on Minor 
' Jransit Streets should 
not be underta ken 
exsept at specific 
, locations, in order to 
p.rovide for transit 
~tops and intersection 
,improvements. 
The s}ze and type of 
vehicle used on Minor 
Transit Streets should 
be appropriate to the 
needs of the land uses 





Local Service Streets 
are intended to 
provide service to 
local residents and 
commercial areas and 
para-transit service. 
Where no alternatives 
are available, they may 
be uSed as route end 
loops for regularly 
scheduled routes. 
On Local Serv}ce 
Streets, the location of 
stops shoul9 be based 
upon Tri-Met Service 
Standards. 
J'he design of Local 
Servite Streets should 
corr~'spond directly to 
the land uses served. 
Design treatment and 
transit operations on 
Local Service Streets 
should give preference 
for access to individual 
properties and to the 
specific needs of 
property owners and 





















































Bicycle Rputes aredesigned to esta.bl~sh a~equate 
and convenient routes for bicycling& and to 
provi,de access'to public transit. 
Bicycle Routesmay be shifted to a paraltel street 
where the street can be designed to accommodate 
bi~cles through a capital improve]l1ent project. 
'I 
While all st,reets shoilld be designed for bicycte 
passage, special provisions for bicycle use should 
be considered on streets cl~ss,ifie{i as Bicycle 
Routes. ' 
Interseetlops of Bicy<;le Routes and all other 
rights-of-way should be design,ed, to minimize 
conflicts and provide adequate bicrclecrossings. 
Bicycle lanes should be considered on Bicycle 
Routes which are also' classified as Regional 
Trafficways, Major City Traffic Streets, District 
Collectors ~r Neighborhood Coll~ctors and on 
Major and Minor Transit Streefs. 
Design tr~atmentand traffic operations on Bicycle 
Routes also classi(i'ed as Local Service Streets 
should minim'ize conflictS between bicycles and 





Treatment to and operations o"f Bicycle Routes 
designated on Local Service Streets should not, 
as a side effect, create, accommoda~,or encourage 
additional through automobile traffic. 
Parking may be removed on Bicycle Routes to 
provide separate bicycle lanes, exsept where it is 
deemed essential to serve adjacent land uses. 
All Bicycle Routes, with or without bicycle l~nes, 




Local Service; Streets are ipteoded to serve local 
circulation arid access for bicycle,an,d p~estrian 
movements. 




BiCyclePa ths a re off-street facili ties designed to 
establish ade~uate and convenient routes for 
bicycling and may be shared with pedestrians. 
Intersections of Bicycle Pa ths and all other 
rights-of-way should be designe9 to minimize 
conflicts and provide adequate bi~clecrossings. 
Bicycle Paths shared with pedestrians should 
emphasize design features and ~dequate path 
markings that allow for the safety of all users. 
Landscape and trail design for Bicycle Paths 
should conform to Zoning Code specifications 










I'" PURPOSE .. 
Pedestrian Districts are 
intended to'provide for the ease 
oJ pedestrian movement and 
the use of the right-of way for 
pedestrian activities in areas of 
frequent pedestrian qse, ~uch as 
neighborhood commercial 
centers. 
Pedestrian Districts include 
both sides of the street(s) along 
its boundaries. 
In those Pedestria,n Districts 
zoned for a u to-orien ted uses, 
there is a need for ~nhanced 
peqestrian awareness pnd 
, design treatments~ 
. LAND USE 
CRITERIA 
Pedestrian Districts are areas 
characterized by dense, mixed-
use development retail, service 
oriented commercial use; 
concentration of pedestrian 
generating activities; and 
commercial or institutional 
center of neighborhood or 
district-wide importance. 
... 
'DESIGN TREATMENT & 
TRAFFIC OPERATIONS .. • .f 
Arteri;ll streets within Pedes­
triah Districts should be 
designed to buffer pedestrians 
from traffic. 
In Pedestrian Districts, design 
'treatments, such as wide 
planting strips, street trees, and 
on-street parking should be 
considered. 
Where two arterial streets cross 
within Pedestrian Districts, 
design treatment such as curb 
extensions, marked crosswalks 
and traffic signals should be 
considered to minimize the 
crossing distanc~, directing 
pedestrians acr~c;s the safest 
route, and proviae safe gaps. 
Pedestrian Districts should 
include convenient access to 
transit stops an4 parking lots. 
~ , 
-PEDESTRIAN Pedestrian Paths with Crossings Pedestrian Paths with Cross-
PATH WITH 
Pedestrian Paths with Cross-
are intended to proyide ings are designed to buffer 
adequate and convenient 
ings are usually located along 
pedestrians from traffic. streets which include: CROSSINGS 
pedestrian access to activities Design treatments such as 
along streets shared with other 
important transit transfer 
landscape strips, street trees 
mo,des of travel and adequate 
pOints on Major City Traffic 
and on-street parking should 
and conveni-ent movement of 
and Transit Streets; by major 
be cOl)side1ed, consistent with 
pedestrians acrosS sud\ streets 
pedestrian generating activity 
the street's traffic classification. 
and rights-of-way shared with 
centers; and-places where 
pedestrian paths cross rights-of­
other modes of travel. Pedestrian Paths with Cross-
travel. 
ways shared other modes of 
ings should have signalized 
crossings and pedestrian 
refuges, where needed. 
W!:\ere two Pedestrian Paths 
cross, and there is a legal 
crosswalk, design treatments 
such as curb extensions, 
marked crosswalks and traffic 
signals should be considered to 
minimize the crossing distance 
and direct pedestrians across 
















































































I 	 ArIONAL 
PATH 
Pedestrian Paths are 
intended to,provide adequate 
and conv~nien t pedestrian 
access to aC,tivitfes along streets 
which are shared with other 
modes of travel. 
Recreational Paths are intended 
to serve as recrfational trails 
and to connect neighborhood 




LANQUSE IFUNCTIONAL DESIGN TREATMENT & 
P.URPOSE TRAFFIC OPERATIONSCRITERIA , 
Pedestrian Paths are usually 
located in residential areas; ~ 
neIghborhood c9mmercia}, 
indu~trial find institutioI)al 
centers; and along the apRroprj­
ate traffic/transit streets to 
provid~ ipr intra- and- inter­
district travel. 
Recreational Paths are usually 
located along river corridors; 
through park and forest areas; 
and other scenic or undevel­
oped corridors.' 
Pedestrian Paths are designed 
to -buffer pedestrians from 
.Jraffic. 
Pedestrian,Paths should have 
design treatV'ents such as 
landscape strips: street trees, 
and on-~tr~e~ parking should 
be~on~idered. 
Railings, bar~iers, and wide 
sidewalks shoufd be pro­
vided on both sides of 
bridges on Recreational 
Paths. 
La~9scapi,ng and trail design 
for RecreationalYaths should 
conform with tne Zoning 


















,. " , + 
LAND USE 
CRITERIA 
DESIGN TREATMENT & 
T"RAFFIC Ol.'ERATIONS 
.. 
Truck Districts .are intended to 
provide for convenient truck 
movement in areas serving 
large numbers of truck trip 
ends. 
Truck Districts should include 
truck terminals and industrial 
sanctuaries. 
All streets should be available 
for use by trucks in Truck 
Districts. 
Encourage large industrial 
centers with high truck use to 
locate within Truck Districts. 
Encourage national and 
international shippers to locate 
near multi-modal facilities 
within Truck Districts. 
Street improvements in Truck 
Districts should be designed to 





Regional Truck' Routes are 
intended to serve truck trips 
with one or no trip ends in a 
transportation district and 
usually IQCated on Regional 
Trafficways. 
Regional Truck Routes serve as 
access to Truck Districts. 
Encourage high truck use 
activities to locate near inter­
changes with Regional 
Trafficways. 
Provide intercha,nges with 
Regional Truck Routes to 
directly serve Truck Districts. 
Regional Truck ,Routes should 
be limited access facilities with 





Major Truck Routes are in­
tended to serve truck trips with 
one or both trip ends in a 
transportation district. 
Major Truck Routes should 
distribute truck traffic from 
Regional Truck Routes to Minor 
Truck Routes 
Encourage land uses which 
a ttract large numbers of truck 
trips from inside and outside 
transportation districts to locate 
along Major Truck Routes. 
In new or recoI}structed Major 
Truck Routes, residential uses 
adjacent to these routes should 














































DESIGN TREATMENT & 
TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 
Minor Truck Routes are intended 
to serve truck trips with both trip 
ends in a transportation district. 
Minor Truck Routes should 
distribute truck trips from Major 
Truck Routes to Local Service 
Streets to and from shipping and 
receiving points. 
Discourage land uses which 
require high truck use, such as 
regional truck terminals, from 
locating on Minor Truck Routes, 
in conformance with the Com­
prehensive Plan and Zoning 
Code. 
Discourage non-local truck 





Local Service Streets are intended 
to serve local circulation, access 
and service requirements for 
truck movements. 
Local Service Streets are intended 
to provide access for local land 
uses. 
Major sources of truck traffic 
should be discouraged from 
using Local Service Streets as 
their primary access. 
The design of a Local Service 
Street should correspond directly 
to the land use and the level of 
trip generation of land uses 
located along the street. 
Local Service Streets should give 
preference to accessing indi­
vid ual properties and the 
specific needs of property 
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j TITLE LEGEND '
b TRAFFIC STREET _ MAJOR CITY TRAFFIC STREEl 
••__, DISTRICT COLLECTOR 



































b ..' REGIONAL TRANSI1WAY
TRANSIT STREET 

E I MAJOR CITY TRANSIT STREE' 
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.. ALTERNATIVES FOR PEDESTRIAN CROSSING , 















































I * PARKING UPFRONT IS' AMAjOR PEDESTRIAN:BARBIER 
I 
* AUTO FLOW ON CAPIT6L HIGHWAY'IS MOSTLY PASS.1"HROUGH. 






ALTERNATIVE 1: BACKSIDE PARKING 
• MOVE PARKING TO REAR 
• SPEED ZONE BETWEEN 18TH DR. & SW CHELENAM DR. 
• INCONVENIENT LINKAGE BETWEEN PARKING AND SHOPS. 
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I 
-, ! 	 * CLUSTER PARKING AT THE EAST & WEST ENDS OF THE CORE. 
, 
* SPEED ZONE 
* PEDESTRIAN 'MOVEMENT'SETWEEN.NQRTH & SOUTH CQREJS 
IMPROVED. 
'!"'"'l 





ALTERNATIVE 3:SKYBRIDGE ACCESS 
* MAINTAIN CURRENT TRAFFIC FLOW ON THE MAJOR CITY TRAFFIC 
STREET. 
* SKYBRIDGE UTILIZING SLOPE MAY IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN 
MOVEMENT BETWEEN NORTH AND SOUTH CORE. 
* PARKING SPACES LOCATED ADJACENT TO BOTH EAST AND 
WEST ENDS OF THE CORE. 
* CONSTRUCTION COST OF SKYBRIDGE IS ADDITIONAL AND 







































11 DEFINE CAPITOL HIGHWAY AS A MAJOR TRANSIT STREET. 
11 LARGE CAPACITY PARK-N-RIDE STRUCTURE BElWEEN B'ERTHA 
AND THE CORE. ~ lI' -. 
11 SHIFT MAIN TRAFFIC FLOW TO BERTHA- MAY INCREASE VMT OF 
CAPITOL HIGHWAY THROUGH TRAFFIC. . r 
11 POSSIBLE LOSS OF COMMERCIAL BUSINESS BY SHIFTING 




ALTERNATIVE 5: CLUSTERING CORE 
* COMBINE COMMERCIAL CORES TO NORTH. 
* CHANGING SOUTH TO MEDIUM/HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL. 
* SPEED ZONE ON CAPITOL HIGHWAY 
* RELOCATION COSTS COULD BE ISSUE 














































TRI MET ROUTE PLANNING.~~OC~SS. , 
i, 
Tri-Met has established criteria for reclassifying rraus~t streexs 
as well. Their formal process for reclassifying takes the form of an 
"annuq,l planning servic.e ~ycle':' As outlined 1:)elow, this inc)udes: 
May - August 
" Requests for new or modified services are generated by Tri-Met 
staff, local jurisdictions and the public. 
- Staff-generated proposals are based on observations and 
ongOing, .analysis ~f sys,tem, through nlar~~t Iesea~<;h" ~e<;·~or plans, 
and requ~sts froIl). individuals or gro\lps. The ~taff routinely works 
with land developers, businesses, and community groups to.iqentify 
... • i 
service needs and potential service changes. 
The Annual Neighborhood Needs Assessment program 
proviq~s the opportunity for community and neighborhood g,:-oups to, .. 
suggest service; change~. Each neig)1.b~orhood a,~sociation or 
conlnlunity group in the region is asked to prepareil.llist of s~rvi~.e 
needs that are most important to the local area. This systematic 
process provides a flow of neighborhood-based information ..Jor u&e 
..t .. .l. ... _ J 
in the evaluation of service requests. Communities may also provide 
Tri-Met with service requests through their usual community. '\ 
processes. 
September: - NQyember 
Road Factor Review 
- Vehicle .10~ding stand~rc;l~ specify tp~ ac;cept~bl~ ,.aV~X3;ge 
number of passengers per vehicle passing the peak load point of a 
given line .du:r!I.lg _the hour of highest ,passepger 10a9ing 9.uring the 
day. 
APPENDIX 2.,8 




l- "Load Factor" is the number df passengers ot! board a vehicle , I 
divided by the vehicle's seating capacity. 
l 
I 
On-time Performance Review 
l - A vehicle is considered "on time" if it arrives no more th:an 
one minute earlier or five minutes later than scheduled arrival time. 
At least 75% of all trips on a line should be on time at each tiniepoint l 




: I I 
- Effectiveness is a measure of how well the public responds, to 
Tri-Metis 'serVices; 'it indicat-es the degree to which a particular 
servite is able to attract rid-ers. 
Evaluation of Service Request 
- Requests for hew services, ext-ended periods of operation, and 
the frequency improvements are evaluated with respect to· the 
design guidelines. 
December - January 
Comparative Evaluation 
- The comparative evaluation is used to determine how well 
existing services meet Board objectives, and fo evaluate' the 
desirability and economic feasibility of proposed new services. 
Annual SeMce and Marketing Plan Ad0pted by Beard 
- The Annual plan identifies service- change strategies for the 














September, january, April and june 
Quarterly Service Adjustments 
r. 	 - In order to accommodate shifts in demand and to improve 
~ I 
II 	
system performance, the minor adjustments are implemented four 
times a year: September, january, April, and june. 
I"""' - Proposed changes are outlined in the Quarterly Service 
. 
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